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1, The attached is a selected trar.sIcti.on of the written homework of
Wilhein FENNER, :iini3terialrat of the Signal Intelligence Agency of
the High Command, German Armed Forces (OXV?/Chj.}„

2- Duo to the length of the paner written by FENNER for TICCM this trans-
lation is only a summary.. Persons interested for expansion upon any point
should address inquiries to TICOf.! where the German original is available-

3 .- In general FEN'IER is believed to have presented an accurr.t« and
complete picture of the history and operations of OIGf/Chi within the limits
of h;".;> memory., The homework is chiefly of value for the history of 0K7.'/

Cni (or its predecessors in the German Reichskriegsministeriura and Reich-
wehrministerium) from 1920 to VE cay. The information available from this
source considerably expands and to some extent rnodSfies the history of the
Signal Intelligence Agency of the High Command German Armed Forces and of
the Signal Intelligence Agency of the Gerr^an Army High Command given in
Volun;e III and IV respectively of European Axis Signal Intelligence in

'florid »ar II As Revealed By Ticom Investigations And By 0th3r Prisoner Of
V?ar Jrterrof.ations ggd Captured Material, Principally German, ix vols.
iVDGAS U, 1 May 194.6,

Translated R„7?.P.

TOGAS-14
26 May 1947



noraeworjc 01 wixr.eln FEWER of OXJT/Chi.

This report comprises a total of 24A pages in three volutes. Sav» for
vwo questions which he misunderstood, the answers are considered honest and
anc as full as he could be exeected to give. A list of torics is appended
wnere no mention is made in the following, it is to be assumed that his ans-
wers contained no information of importance, or were rurely negative.

Volume I gives a description of OKW/Chi as of 1939 and 19U with a few
notes regarding changes in competence at the end; a description of Kr. Fen-
ner's cryptanalytic career from 1921 on and finally a record of successes
achieved by 0KI7/Chi from 1933, on listed by countries.

Volumes II end III contain answers to* specific questions. Such as aopear
of any value are either translated in full or summarized in the order in' which
they appear in the full list.

A few terns: ^/
Angestallter (fern. Agestellte) is a civil employees, not appointed for life
end with no pesion rights, not military.

Tehrmachtbeemter is not an officer and has no power to impose disciplinary
penaltias.. Appointed for life and has pension rights. In contrast' to the
Angestellter he is subject to military penal law (wears uniform in wartime)
tut may choose his own political party.

Ein beordertor Beamte is one released by a.non military agency for service with
the a:.-med forces*

Farall O stellon (parallel passages) sometimes signifies "repeats" but fre-
quently we might say "isomorphs". Perhaps the latter meaning is more fre-
quent in this paper, (i.l)

Fag?; references to the portion summarized will be indicated in parenth*s?s
as abova. \

Volume I„

1. OiC'/Chi. The information is rather complete considering the fact that
Mr. Fenner had to rely on memory. It can be used to check the Report of the
Tic an Committee (i. 1-13)

Observations

:

Speed was all important.
Collaboration was generally good with the Hungarian, Finnish and

Italian cipher outfits and with the Foreign Office, there was no such re-
lation with Goering's Forcchungsamt. The foreign groups supplied inter-
cepts and solved groups, most of the traffic exchanged' was sent by courier,
in ra:.-i cases Hungary sent by telegraph. Copies of land lire and cable
T.essa, es were obtained from the Forschungsamt through the Foreign Office,
an unsatisfactory arrangment. OKT/Chi controlled two fixed intercept stations
for wireless traffic.

The logging section (Hauptgruppe B) often handled over 1000 messages
in a day; it prepared the duplicates for foreign units, sifted out worthless
material which was not counted, in fact no mere "statistics" <vere -reared for
show :

Iranslations v.ere as factual and close as possible, any doubtful
passages were clearly designated as such„
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Mechanical aids more developed to soeed the work. These included:
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enr«raet„ A device with 10 x 10 wheels, wach with the digit-
0 to 9 inscribed ax equal intervals around its edge. The device, front view
measured some 20 x 30 cm, It was used to compute difference where a fairly

'

long additive sequence was used. Kr. Fenner never used one but several were
used in his section and were considered satisfactory. Developed by the For-
eign Office.

t>. Electric typewriter. Used to convert cede enciphered with a simple
substitution table (such 33 Romanian messages), Sy 10 switches and 10 re-
lays the numeral keys of one machine were connected to the numeral bars of
another, the substituted digits were printed under the cipher groups"©? the
message. The improved model had ten special keys for the digits wired to
the regular digit '.cays: the operator tyred the cipher text and rrinted the
p_aiatext (i.e. solved the substitution) in groups of five digits, beneath
the cipher. It worked well but cf course the key had to be recovered before
one could uss the machine.

c 3 Das grosse Sifferer.zenrechengjEpaet. This was a typewriter combined
with punch tape reader and relays. It was used to get automatically the
differences of all the croups in a message. The cipher text was nunched on
tape, two congruent tapes were run through the reader so that position 1 of
tape I was matched successively with positions 1, 2, 3, n of tape II, each
resulting difference was determined and autcmcticaJly typed. Then position
2 of tare I was compared with all Positions of tape II,' ic.. The device was
used on Polish ciphers and ran for hours at a time at a s-«ed of about 5
characters a second; line advance and s->ace between groups was automatic. De-
veloped and build by Chi H Or 8.

d. Bigrenpreot.. Had 202 relays corresponding to the normally possi-
ble bigra^s. Lboked like an upright metal frame some 200 cm high and 100
cn wide to hold relays- Messages had to i.e punched or tape, *ihen ell T-,os i_
tions of I were matched with all positions of II, As er. Fenner recalls,
the result was scanned and recorded cra-\-ucally on a tape, If at a given
position of the two tares one found the frequencies of normally exreoted
bigrans, then that was a "weak point" cf the systa.m, In contrast to the
Diffarensengsree t this device scanned a series of punch positions, which
series was c-edster.mir.ed. It was used with success on Japam:;e systuns but
v.es too sensitive for conV iuous use. Eevslopec. and built by Chi K Cr B,

e. The Phasensuchcej'aet. If it was suspected that a phase was repeated
ir. e cipher text this device was used to find this phase 1 automatically. The
text was ~ur.ch.ee, scanned and recorded graphically on a "aper taoe some 30
cir. nide in the form of small strokes. The tare was now advanced" one position
and scanned again (ll-paralell in resrect to the first grannie record) and

.
where like punched sequences occurred a visially thicker (denser) series of
symbols resulted. If finally phase L lay beside L?, then on the basis of p
probability visually obvious peaks mult result on the rawer strip which would
be higher than were phases L^, Lj,,..-!^ did not lie side by side (?). A
like interval between peaks was phase L assuming that l13 L2 - L3.....

»

The device was practically never used. It was developed and built experi-
mentally by H Or B«
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f oilerith machines, The:: there were great masses cf Polish ciphers
to wl base tvere sent to the unit "Maschinelle Berichterstattung" with a
request that differences be computed. The machines worked well tut it i3
certain that for certain purposes smaller, speedier machines using lass mat-
erial voulri co more to the point. The whole problem of auxiliary machines
tended toward optical scanning since mechanical devices were too slow.

g, German cipher machines. Development was in the hands of the laffen-
ant. Chi iras, to be sure, concerned with criticism and analysis but only
gave suggestions, it could not construct any.' The Enigma was considered out-
moded although secure when correctly used. The Geheimschreiber (C-schreiber)
was modem but not mobile enough. All plans for new developments were doomed
by the end of 1944. No more practical work could be undertaken, (i. 24-£3)

Organization of Chi in 1939 (just before the war).
The war brought no change in organization. In 1933 (?) there was a discussion
of needs in case of mobilization but this merely orovided for an addition of
about 305? to personnel; no one knew who might be at war, so no one could fore-
see needs.

With the outbreak of the war Chi (still called Chiffrierstelle in 1939)
became a part of Inspection der Nschrichtentruppen and had four Gruppen, each
with several Referaten.

Comparison 1939 and 1944: No essential change. One important point is
that in 1Q£4 the development of all cryptographic systems for the army was
turned over to Chi. Purpose was to concentrate all cryptography of the armed
forces in one unit, including the SS, actually every branch of the service
went its own way, rarely asking Chi's approval. An order to this effect was
issued in 43 but even in early 44 little heed was riven it. One defect, in
Fanner's view, is that tre oversight was not given H Cr B, where there were
trained people, but to a new group.

Otherwise there was a great increase in personnel over 39; analytic
machines had been developed; the amount of traffic had swollen immensely;
collaboration with Rome was added, but due to wistrust on both sides was never
very fruitful, it was broken off after the Allies Invaded Italy, (i. 29-40)

Fenner's LIFE 7.ith which the development of Chi is sketched, (i. 40-57)
Chi's successes from 1938 on. (Dy countries)

Mr. Fftjiner says his memory would not permit giving much of an account of
purely analytic successes, hence he has not limited himself strictly to
those.

1 0 Tfussia. The system OK and its successors were worked on and solved frcm
the first appearance down to the summer of 19£3. '^r. Fenner thinks the first
was 0K5, 0K6 and 0K7 were surely solved, and - he believes - also 0K3. He
thinks they were i digit codes with partial encipher.ment by 2 digit substitu-
tion tables. After a few. were captured solution became easier since the entire
vocabulary was known, Helsingfors worked successfully on the solutions and

we 3 sczetimes faster than Chi. r0rk was also done on the RXVD cipher but Mr,.

Former never saw any tangible results. His men who had been taken by the Air

Force came back in the summer of 1943 and after that he n-sver heard whether

either army of airforce had any success. Often it was so reported but he

did not see any positive results. If solutions of cede with virtually endless

additive sequences wer; achieved, it must have been where, by error, the add-

itive was used more then once, otherwise solution would have been impossible

It was clear that when additive blocks were captured they could not be used

let alone had any right to be used unless in case of some catastrophe where

no other means of encipherment was ava liable

»

Not worked on were the ciphers Polpred and Narksmindel, also other dip-

lomatic ciphers, because of the endless additive sequences were surely not



repeated, hence nc Used of reduction could have been found. Furthermore it
was to be assumed that the basic cede had croups of different lengths, (i. 66-

2- Poland. Since its introduction of additive sequences for encipherment of
its diplo.nr.tic 4 digit code Poland had repeatedly improved its systems during
the years. The sequences were 40 digits long, later basically a multiple o**

4 plu 1 or plus 3. E.g.: L- 50 x 4 plus 1= 201. Solution of such additives
depended entirely on the amount cf material at hand. Put whereas at the out-
set an endless additive sequenca (as Sr. Fenner recalls it) was used for a
fortnight, certainly was used more than once (and there were encoders who
habitually started at the same point), later the sequences were replaced more
often and were different for each circuit, e.g. Warsaw-Berlin, Torsa*-Wash-
ington; indeed, at the end,ie. just before the war began, the endless sequences
for '"artjaw-Berlin were different from those for Berlin-'arsan, And changes
came so fast that even with more fully solved codes messages could r.o longer
be read because no two messages were sver found in the sar.e key any longer.
Most cf the later messages of the Exile Government in London and the Resis-
tance Movement were solved. The differences were calculated mechanically,
Mr. Fenner cannot describe another complicated system, he ventures, with
caution, the opionion that substitution tables were used for encipherment,
these appeared unsystemmatic lut were actually systematically laid out ac-
cording to certain laws of the theory of grouos. The basic system was pro-
bably a so called 2 digit digit Caesar (2 digit substitution). Mr. Fenner
assumes it is known that the Foles had an excellent connection with the
Fuehrerhauptquartier and got excellent strategic information oromrtly. The
indicator for this agent v as a 3 digit number" (406??). In any case the heafc
of OhT/ and of the German Government knew from decrypts of Polish demends for
the cession of Pommsrania , which they claimed as having once belonged to
Poland, and also of the disappointments occasioned repeatedly by the Russians
after the German front was driven back. (i. 66-63)
3, Czechoslovakia, No traffic after .1939, Up to then not a jingle system
had been solved. Apparently a letter subsitution v;as used but the type of
encipherment was not discovered „ !io repeats were found. Burin? the war Czech
ciphers were found sporadically, but all with keys, As far as Mr. Fenner
recalls they were 2 digit substitutions, the contents related to connections
of confidential agants s (i. 63)
4, Yugoslavia. Systems of the Government in Exile were those used in peace
time and 'sere read currently, frith interruptions whenever a code or encipher-
rrent was changed. The systems was a 5 letter code and a digraphic substitution
table. They always facilitated solution of government traffic; either the
new code was merely a systematic shuffling of the old one, e.g.. by shifting
page numbers, or when a rsally new code v.as introduced the old tables were
kept in use. All that was needed wa3 adequate traffic volume, even when the
encipherment changed daily. The numerous variations used were not adequate
to insure security, It was a fine example of a system which lowered its limit
of resistance by ooor use. If Yugoslavia had once introduced a completely
ne-* code and simultaneously a new table, say about 1940, not a message would
have boen read, due to the scant meterial. The last variations were compli-
cated; instead of enciphering two adjacent if. letters, vertical pairs i

taken; e-g. no longer 12 45 67 30 92 23 45 46 71 45
ka ro sa tu pi la ro bi mi ro

but

/yyutw/i/M/fit/
//t/mmm/m//7
12456 7309 2

234 5 7 30160
kalafisisa.
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wx-wj sm-uuh variations in tne manner or rorming the pairs. Even though
solu „ons was facilitated by the above mentioned factors it was not easy
because of the pairing of heterogenous letter groups. At least 5C0 10
letter groups were needed to reduce with certainty. Hence toward the end
many messages remained unsolved. The content of the messages was always
factual and of importance, (i. 63-70)

5. Romania. Used for 20 years in most stereotype fashion a 5 digit code with
digit for digit substitution tables, e.g. 0-4, 1-1, 2-6, 3-0, ....
The though that there are 10i-l different tables possible seems to have led
liucarest to think the system secure. Although solution was not very diffi-
cult, since despite all encipherments all affinities remain (e.g., 1 331 6=24429
=90096) (isomorph) and reduction to basic code was possible with enough
traffic, Bucarest facilitated solution by using old and new code side by side
because remote legations had not yet received the new code, and so an old and
a new code were enciphered with the same tables. Sometimes with a new code
the new table was forgotten, or the same message was enciphered with old and
new code. No other country ever compromised its own systems with such fatal
regularity. In 43/44 a new code (5 digit with endless additive sequence)
was introduced , However, there was this error; The additive sequence
(well over 5000 digits long) was allowed to be reused because it was not
possible to supply remote legations with enough cipher material. Now it was
worth while to obtain differences although the difference catalog contained
several hundred thousand groups. It was done mechanically. It proved use-
less, however, because the Romanian government collapsed, followed shortly
by the German. The value of the Romanian traffic varied greatly, according
to the embassy involved.

More interesting was the system of the military attache, a system of
coupled transpositions (ffuerfel), the nuerfel (matrices) changed daily and
the plaintext was inscribed in a definite manner, These messages contained
very valuable information, e.g.. the raoid breakdown of the Romanian army
due to poor supply of ammunition, arms and rations, (i. 70-71)

6 0 France, The peak of successes was from the last of the peace period to
the capitulation of France. No other European state used so many systems,
Often over a dozen in use at one time. Systems which could not otherwise be
recognized at sight carried an indicator at some specific position in the

cipher text., This applied to the majority of plain 4 digit codes, each with

a series of indicators. These were recognized without great difficulty and

combined into tables. Because of structure and paucity of the diplomatic

language solution was rather easy, in any case not comparable to the exten-

sive American or Pritish codes or the grammatically difficult Polish codes.

The French used these unenciphered codes freely even for important material,

enciphered code was less used. As long as 2 digit substitution tables were

used for partial encipherment, solution was achieved regularly if enough

traffic was received. The unchanged portions of the otherwise enciphered

groups gave an important criterium. I have In mine the system with many

variants, e.g.
0123 4567 8911 4609 ....

where the tied digits were enciphered by 2 digit tables, the digits marked with

x remained unchanged, i.e. were elements of the basic code. However, when

during the war the French enciphered all pairs in turn, solution failed;

nothing positive could be won from the relativities although at first glance

the system appeared even simpler:

« " 1U1 1 5BCTCT"



Ul<£, Ofc/ -VLL ...

At tc. yaent I cc not recall other enciohcr-ents.
-Vien after capitulation France ^as reelected to deposit cc-rUin cod^s

(cod: depose; the French made almost no U3? of these. France nae allowed
free use of its Colonial cipher (not solved by Chi; rr.c epoarently the most
important truffle i-ss sent in this system.. Attests tc ociv« it were un-
successful. ' lore ever de G—jlies- cipher txs never solved.

Eefcre fighting began the military cipher of nigher echelons had been
solved, a /4 or 5 digit cod? s;-sT.e.-n.r.atically transposed (tableau earre), i.»
a 2 digit transposition matrix Some short repeats were found in the cipher
tesre, the interval res constant and cculd cnly correspond to the width of
the box. If I arc not mistaken the keys for derivation of the box v;«re taken
from the English cod ? hook Despite all the clever points of this system the
appearance of shcrt repeats was it3 undoing. The decrypts permitted follow-
ing the French amy even far bock from the front, (i. 72-74)

7. Belgiun. ITsed a 5 ('•') latter code with a substitution tabls associated
with tho date. It -as solved sc long as enough traffic can- in but !r. Fenr.fr
no longer recalls details- After tho capitulation cf Bslgium few nesseges sere
intercepted ro that this source had little value, (i. 7'+)

3»* Motherlands., Had a French cede r.itn oncioherment tat :tr. Fanner no longer
recalls any details. In Vout 20 years only t?.c Belgian (sic!; diplomatic
ciphers ware solved, (i, 7a)

'5- Switzerland. Had French and Gerrcan eodebcoka, else a aachire cipher (Snigjrn )

.

'.'he *3nc cries were solved ,
;i. Fenner thinks several substitution tables

existed which might be used simultaneoialy, each enciphering sections of text
of equal length, tie thinks certain pair;; :f digits v.cr? re^lac?d by a
single digit, Uc vrry groat results, (i. 7'.)

1C, Egypt, A plain French cede ma r = t rather rarely, it tea solved,
(i- 74)

11 Italy. For yaars Italy usr.d a 5 :igit cede with 2 letter sutstution nalle

.

Mistakes r-ere nade const-u-.tly. In these cedes the value; ;ire net ristribu:ec
over the hcie rang* of L(V croups but whole hundred bloe.'.s were left blank,
i.e. n:ver occur. This . as ir.pcrtant in sclvirg the encipher ncr.t because
"inposoib] a pairs" could be eliminated Tables once us?d, vere net rnly reucec
after sc.?e years but \ore reused a.cccr-.ung to calerdar so that when a .solved

tacle ras at hand, it was only r:eccssary tc cecifher;

If a ne?i i digit cede waa introduceci cne did net t^ki c?.re to use new
tables on all circuits so that th? new code was sccr. cc.-croris.:d. This
continued on into the PUT till Italy, already out en a limb in s lilitary

way , introduced the socellfd Littoria tyns siith Inpero typa encipherment
Which Chi did net succeed in solving^ The chief reason for failure v:as the

sharp -iodine in traffic , '!r. Fenner cannot give details >f snei pheraent
but thinks additive (Zahlenwurm) waa usee, Italy did use the groups of its
own outmoded cedes for reci-\cer:"e.TC. additive, (i„ 75)

12. England. In the course cf years soB,e .?5 different systems were obtervsc
and soffe 10 plain cedes (non-alphabetic, ur.cyctpnnmtic 5 letter codes) of
considerable size wers solved. Solution decerned solely on tiie amount of
r.aterial. The Prcdrcre '-.ossage3, ,issu-;c to he enciphered v.ith an endless

—o••
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value decrypts. When, before the Allied landing, London Imposed a traffic
blockace there ensued a noticeable decline in the traffic to and frcra London,,
But even from the messages of the other European diplomatic agencies not a
clue cov.ld be gathered aati time and place of the projected landing, (i. 75-
76)

13. USA. Brown and Grey codes were solved. Solution denended solely on
amount of material, which at times ran very high. Both were held in the
original in 194.0 (/). Solution of systems designated A5BC9 and A5BC 10
caused considerable trouble. For encipherment of the one 35 (?) strips were
used, each with a different substitution alphabet, originally valid In
sequence for a rather long time, later (1944-?) shifted so often that solu-
tion was no longer possible. Penner thinks he recalls that the number of
strips was also increased materially. The original break was not by analysis
but on the basi3 of a codebook supplied by Rome (?) and of tables supplied
by Eudapest (?). Down to the battles around Tobruk the reports of the mili-
tary observer in Cairo were probably of great use to Rommel since the American
reports regularly gave movements of English troop3„ The replacement of the
system was ostensibly due to remarks in Rome about the breaking of the
system, at least some word of this leaked through to German officers in Rome
who had not the slightest authorization to know. That solution later was
impossible due to the fact that, mathematically expressed, an equation
modulo 26 had to be solved each time.

The other system, Fenner thinks, consisted in replacing a limited number
of successive letters of the Ztes (=??) by a substitution alphabet according
to a table o However, he admits he may be wholly wrong about details, as well
as to which system was used by Cairo, (i. 76-77)

H. Denmark. Had a plain (letter ?) cede, easily solved but the content
made it seem useless to bother with it. (i. 77-78)

15. Norway, Not worked on till after the occupation, then with no results.

Hardly 200 messages intercepted in some A years. (i.-78)

16. Sweden. The extensive 5 digit code caused much difficulty; after a

ccpy was received from Rome (1940?) it became clear that the philological

structure was responsible: Swedish, German, French and English concepts all

in one code. This not only rendered all statistics so useless that for a

leng time it was thought there must be some analytically unbreakable encipher-

ment, but also made the linguistic solution very hard. Months were spent

working in an utterly wrong direction; the mixture of tongues was as con-

fusing a3 the group appearing in English codes after Tforld Var I "repeat

the a group" which might have thousands of meanings. Thus this Swedish

5 digit code was a typical example of a cleverly constructed codebook0

The content of the few intercepted messages was usually unimportant.

The majority of the Swedish massages were enciphered on the Hagelin

Teknik. However the basket of this device (i.e. the drum with 25 (?)

bars and various riders) was probably changed from message to message so

that with a practically infinite period of the system even its course

(Ablauf ) was not to be ascertained., This problem was to become the

central roint in analysis, all the more since there were rumors that the

USA was starting to use Hagelin machines (1934/U) (?)? (i. -78-79)

17. Spain, Portugal, Latin America, ""ork on Spanish diplomatic cipher



r cannoo say anyxnxng aeunite acout tbe cipher,
Portugese original code isaa held, Fenner does not recall whether

It wt enciphered or not. Traffic was scarce and decryptions sketchy.
The Brazilian cipher was completely solved and an original at hand.

Fenner thinks it was a 5 (letter?) code with some primitive cipher.
Primitive ciphers of San dbmingo, Ecuador and Chile were solved but were

of no importance, (i. 79)

18. Hungary, "orked on spasmodically, then nothing for years, the system
was known in essence: a digit code with numberous digit substitution tables
which were used in constantly changing order and with "Jumps" of varying
lengths. It was never oossible to delimit the length of the individual
» jumps" (Spruengen) and eliminate "homogenous" naterialo (i. '79-30)

19. Turkey, lhe 5 digit codes were originally enciphered with primitive
substiution tables. The codes introduced later (from 19-37 ? on ) were sy8 tem-
matically related t& their predecessors. At first codes or related system
were changed monthly, later short (20 digit?) additives were used which
caused no difficulty. Turkey always made the mistake of using known encipher-
ments with new codes. All diplomatic ciphers, save that of the ministery
of the Interior, were solved. They yielded valuable information. To March
19*5 some S codes were solved. England knew the Turkish ciphers were noor
and tried to force British ciphers on the Turks but the latter declined to accept,
(i. 80)

20. Iran. Only a few primitive systems, (i. 80)'

21. Greece. Sent few messages. As far as f tr. Fenner recalls, 3 codes were
used, distinguished by un indicator in the third position of one of the early
groups, e.g, code „ He does not know whether any was enciphered. (1. 80)

22. Vatican. Certainly two systems. One was a pl&ta code, solved. Only
unimportant administrative matters, little used. Some sporadic work on the
enciphered code but laid aside for want of material to diagnose correctly.
(;,. 80-31)

23. Bulgaria. Used essentially a 5 digit code with transposition of (or
within) the groups. Hence in decoding the groups had to be read out according
to a varying "scheme", e.g. instead of 1234.5 45312. Down to the collapse
some 5 such codes were solved currently. Bulgaria made the mistake that a
new code really corresponded to its predecessor merely the text digits were
subjected to a certain conditionally systemmatic change, so that for instance

from old arose new

28 456 395 56
28 556 396 56

Fenner thinks that ones the line numbers were changed by a similar process.

The messages were often informative* (i. 81)

24. Japan, ".'ork began during the war. In spite of the many systems met only

some 4 plain codes were solved, the difficulty waa largely due to the some-

what ambiguous transcription of Japanese into Latin letters. An interrupted

grille, the upper lines with gaps, made more trouble, He had no experience

in this field, did riot even know the structure of the messages and language.

In working on this cipher the I igram device previously mentioned was
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gr.v teen discovered, the rest of the solution usually r mt ale vith-
ou-t difficulty. Ho other country had so many inquiries regar: its
owe .'ic.' Some 12 systems were observed but f«r. Fen'ner thinks nc-. _1
ralfi material had been recognized and reduced to losest terms. Reports
usually of little account, (i. 31-82)

25. China. First observed during the war, had some 10 system of which
three were primitive systems which cere solved. Reports of no value,
(i. 82)

26. Agents. In the middle of 194A Fenner took over from the army the
work on numerous agents 1 systems of France, Poland, the Balkans and Italy.
Most of these, in all some 60 were known, were based on books or keywords.
Double transpositions, transposed substitutions and even substitutions with
additive were employed. Fenner recalls only one case (Polish) of solution
before the agent was caught. Location of the nets had no significance for
decipherment; most ofthe nets were found, the number rose into the hundreds
by the end of the war. In 99$ of the cases decipherment came too late, i„e<,

after capture of the agent and the securing of the key-(too lateitftat is)
unless the net continued to function despite the capture of the agent. Since
Fenner had nothing to do with the agents and never saw them the SD (Secherheit-
sdients) and Abwehr did as they pleased. Their idea, with which Fenner did
not agree, was to step in and arrest, and usually that was the end of the net;
ho wDuld^have liked to watch it, especially if able to read the treffic.
Without having exact data on the success of such arrests, Mr. Fenner still
believes the agents' systems fulfilled their purpose well and that the service
was admirably organized, (i. 32-83)

27- Actual cryptanalysis did achieve good results repeatedly (e.g. Polish
systems, Romanian additive, Japanese grille) but never attained its full
potential accomplishment. It, mere than mere decrypting, calls for undis-
turbed surroundings (bombing attacks, broken furniture, dirt, cold and
chronic undernourishment). Since cryptology in the face cf the notably
ititgher standards of cryptography .in foreign countries had become a science,
it must also be expected that the fruits of cryptanalysis could ripen only
slowly. The war period «ith it3 growing dearth of personnel and material
and the taxing of the individual's strength to the breaking point was rot

favorable for such development, (i. 83-8Z)

During the war 0K?7/Chi watched the cipher telegrams of some 30 countries.

Whan at its best (up to the capitulation of France) as many as 3000 messages

were issued in a month. Usually about three times as many were deciphered but

not translated. Over a period of five years Fanner's outfit received approx-

imately 370 000 cipher messages a year on the average. The peak for pers-

onnel, including clerks, was 250 (1942), from then on it sank constantly

partly because of inductions and calls to field service, partly because the

head of the Labor Office in Berlin refused to supply the help Chi asked for e

At the time of the surrender he had perhaps 120 persons.

Three criticisms of the heads of 0KW might be made:

1. The results of decipherment were not properly utilized either because

not correctly evaluated or because, assuming correct evaluation, through

failure to take the necessary steps.
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"w«w«ii ,ui ovoaoouK u"u uonmerc-ai. message rui- out necessary.
3. CI »as not moved in season to adequate, sage quarters when bombi
began.

Mr. Fenner thinks these three faults were due directly to the fateful
doctrine of Blitzkrieg and to the uncritical belief in a miracle. "However,
God can not be bribed and therefore is always on the side of the strongest
batallions." (i. 84.-35)

Volume II0

Volumes II and III contain answers to more or less specific questions. In some
cases the answers are negative, in others they add nothing to what is already
known to ASA. # indicates the questions answered.

#l e There was no "Cipher 3uraaun in the first TTorld War, work was done at
Grand Headquarters and at seme army headquraters. The Bureau of the Reichs-
wehrministeriura was founded in 1921, 1st Lt. Buschenhagen was the guiding
spirit, he had two assistants, Hellmut Mueller and Hikolai Rohen. Other un-
trained personnel was added. Buschenhagen succeeded in resuing during one of
the communist brawls about 100 reports fron the old military organization
giving accounts of systems in use during the war; these Fenner studied and
put in order after he joined the organization. This material was taken to
Jueterbog Artillery barracks and either destroyed or taken by the Russians,

The Reichswehrministerium was renamed Reichakriegsministerium after
the introduction of universal liability for military service, date of change
can be found in various publications, including the "Gssetzaammlung" a

The change of name meent no change in policy or organization, (i, 1-3)

#2. Liaison with other cryptographic agencies, (alreody discussed in Vol, I,

hence only supplementary information here).

1. Hungary. Interesting to note that Chi tried to make some agreement
with the Ballhausplatz (Austrian Bureau) early in the 20^ but Dr. Klob re-

fused to collaborate. The Austrians had personal contacts withfre Hungarians,

the latter learned of the matter and sent two men to Berlin (Col. "'ilhelra

Kabina and Col Pokorny) where within a few minutes the "Berlin Vertrag" was

worked out. It provided for mutual aid in work on Italian ciphers: exchange

of traffic, solved grouos and speciel remarks. It was stipulated that no

such arrangement be made by either party with a third party without previous

notice to the other. This agreement remained in effect over 20 years and

terns were loyally observed. Later, as the value of the exchange was realized,

exchanges were extended till at the end nearly everything was covered.

The Hungarians were less energetic and solved less material but they did

contribute many missing messages and other aids.

Heads of the Hungarian Chi were:

Col., later Gen. "Tilhelm Katina (to mid 30 »s) then for a few months

Feldmarschalleutnant a.D. ""ilhelra(?) Pokorny

Col., later Gen. Istvan von Petrikovits (till the collapse), several

others are mentioned by name. (i. 3-6)

2. Finland. The new Finnish army owed its best to the men who served

against Russia in the Royal Prussian Jaegerbataillon 27 during "orld J7ar I«

This relation led to a sounding out by Helsinki in 1927 of possibilities of

collaboration with Chi. V?hen Fenner nent to Helsinki in June 1927 the Finns

really had no organization but 3 years later Finland was an equal nartner in

the work. Cooperetion was chiefly against Russia. Cooperation continued
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cau jly even after Hitler forbade aid to Finland during t. inter War.
The -jnish contribution was exact clever decipherment rather an exchange
of intercepts. Col. Hallaraaa was the sole head. Dr. Pahle (Palle?) was
chief analist, there was a Lt. Miek. oja and in 1927 a Dr. Nieminen was
Russian expert. Supposedly a Roman had charge of theoretical and practical
decipherment during the final years. Schulz might give further details cn
the organization., (i. 6-8)

3. Italy. When the chief of the Cipher section of the General Staff,
Brigadier Gen. Vittorio Caaba appeared in Berlin in the summer of 1938 every

one at Chi was surprised; they had heard that the Italians had some sort of
organization but did not dream Italy would approach Berlin without invitation.
Gamba's two day visit led to an arrangment to collaborate on French material,
Rome was able to get along very well with Yugoslav systems. It leaked out
that the two navies had been working together for some time which induced the
general to sound out Chi. Intercepts and code groups were exchanged by
courrier, the only obstacle to a fruitful exchange was that Italy had little
and did not stick very well to its contract, flatter sent Baron Fiorio laid
around for a long time, questions went unanswered, Italy sent back groups which
Chi had sent there some time before. There was plenty of dissatisfaction
higher up too but the arrangment was allowed to stand. Fenner with Trappe
was sent to Rome to organize matters, Gen. Gamba was most correct but during
the entire stay of nearly a fortnight Fenner never saw any table of organi-
zation or other data which would give him any insight into the size and

workings of the bureau. Only the navy had adequate intercept facilities,

Italy did not have enough people who could really read and write to man
stations. However, they were good bargainers or thieves, they had some codes

complete. Italy read some plain French codes, plain English and American, and

strangely enough an enciphered Yugoslav system which called for a lot of

patient work to break and had bothered Chi in Berlin. Rome also had a Turkish

code which Berlin was trying hard to break. Rome finally found the exchange

so valuable that it began to do a bit tetter. Its weakest points were- France

and its own systems.' Rone insisted on aid against French systems, Berlin in-

sisted on improvement of Italian codes, the risk of important leaks was too

great. Fenner does not think Rome was actually trying to block, just was

unable to do anything satisfactory due to want of competent personnel. Also

there was not the same open honesty as T-as found with the Hungarians and

Finns. Then some of the men in Italy began to complain that Gamba was too

old. '-.'hen Italy's collapse became a certainty the collaboration was let drop

and requests by the North Italian Fascist outfit for further collal oration

,

met a deaf ear. Any further cooperation was left up to the navy. (i. 8-13)

U* Japan, Col. Hayashl, chief of the Japanese Cryptographic section end

later military attache in Berlin, tried to work at Chi. Ho brought the Acorican

Brown and Gray codes and seemed reedy to collaborate freely but he had no

decent connection with his own government and so could do little. There was

no East Asia Russian traffic he might work on so that his supposed knowledge

of a system used in Manchuria could not be checked. He was a welcome guest

and general matters were discussed with him but that was all. The general

instructions till summer of 19U were to go easy with °apan, then for some

reason not known to Fenner Hitler ordered that all secret matters be revealed

to the Japanese. (I. 13-15) General Headquarters had scrur-les about letting

Hayashi have too much, he was given selected "decodes (VNs) from time to time.
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Des: od will on both parts, conditions were not favo^at^e for a;., .rue
coll .ion. (1. 13-15)

Croatia. This new state had visions of a cryptologic unit; enthusi-
ast! :unger officers argued for a cipher section, older men saw the other
side; lack of resources. No intercept service, hence no fruitful work possi-
ble, (i.. 15-16)

6. Bulgaria. In autumn 1943 a commission 0f officers and subalterns
appeared in Berlin requesting training. Bulgaria had repeatedly made such
requests before and sent a staff officer :'ichailoff to Chi for help on a
Romanian cipher. The cipher was explained but later inquiries showed that
the explanation was not comprehended. The 1943 mission appeared more hopeful
but was not welcome, however, since it had been approved, they were given a
course in general principles r.'ith special attention to Yugoslav systems.
The officers evidently realized that without an intercept service they could
get nowhere and no further requests came from Sofia. {U 16-17)

7. Romania. Mo reports of a cipher bureau like Chi in Bucarest. Their
own ciphers were so bad one could hardly assume any such bureau. Mr. Fanner
assumes the OKH Chi was forced to take action for improvment of Romanian mili-
tary ciphers, (ii-17)

8C Spain. German volunteer cryptologists worked in Spain during the
civil war but they were not under Fanner's control nor did they make any
reports to his outfit. Work was chiefly on Red traffic and most of it was
solved. Chiefly primitive transpositions and substitutions. Once the Legion
Condor asked RKM Chi to solve a Red system. Later inquiries regarding French
plain codes came in, usually about indicators or whether Berlin eras reading
a certain type. Whenever Fenner asked the source of such inquiries he was
told: Sarmiento, supposedly an officer who was courteous and of high ideals,

Fenner ?/as never in Spain and knew no Scaniards, merely assumes from the in-

quiries that there was some organization, (ii -18)

9. Concluding remarks. Fenner can venture no estimate of the influence

of other groups on foreign units but in the realsm of cryptology he is sure

that Chi was the important center whose judgment was considered final and
correct. Attempts of some foreign agencies to bypass Berlin always ended in

failure. Chi learned that Petrikovitz went to Kelsingfors, Brcic to Rome,

Seifert_( during the Schuschnigg tension) to Eudar»e3t but said nothing,

Berlin's central geographic position and communications lines meant much

but also the precision, diligence and speed of Chi's workers made for leader-

ship.
During the mid 30 'a connections existed with the Estonians but Fenner

knows no details of arrangraent3 save that two officers 0UH and KALMUS v/orked

for a time in the Russian section, as he recalls it on a small cede of some

1000 groups, part of the digits were enciphered. Code groups, encipherment

details and observations but not traffic entered into the exchange with Reval.

Oun was said to have escaped to Finland when the Russians ease in. (ii 13-19)

Collaboration with other German unit3.

1. Navy. "M" (short for the official OKMA SKL III) mas older (from before

Torld far I) than OKW/Chi and housed nearby in Berlin, '"orked almost exclusively

on foreign naval traffic plus the British plain codes employed for communi-

cation with the colonies. There was no room for jealous^ or occasion for

friction. Reports were interchanged but the fields were so different that these

were rarely of much helo; when any one though he had a helpful idea he went

direct to some one in the other outfit with it. Intercepts belonging to other

outfit were oassed on promptly. Chiefs of '! known to Fenner were:



Kapitaenleutnant tfossel, and shortly before the last war a Kanitaen R..
(name forgotten). Fenner also knew Tranow and Franke (at last' accounts"

"

a translator for some American staff in STerfen. {ii 20-22)
2. OKL Chistelle

? Set up by G6ring«s orders and at ?fertini's instigation, had
at the start only a few partially trained translators (in training at Chi)
about 1937. Worked chiefly on Soviet radiograms nhich were chracteristic of
both airforce and army. Since unexpected difficulties were encountered von
Longen often cane to Chi- for advioe. Later von Lingon kept coning and was
also available on the phone T?hen Chi wanted anything from OKL Chistelle. Al-
though the two outfits had parallel tasks there was no conflict and when
necessary the two worked together openly to expedite the securing of accurate
information. Fenner does not recall the heads only t«o men:
von Lingen and *tojor Kupffer (earlier with Chi), (ii. 22-23)

OKH In 7 71.. The setting up of a separate outfit by the army at the wish
of Gen. von Erauchit3ch, but against the wishes of Fenner and Gen.. Fellgiebel .

was a misfortune. Chi had the only available trained personnel end not enough
for its tasks, Now part was taken for Army and some intercept stations, hitherto
controlled by Chi, were also lost. The actual cryptologic section lost but
few men, other sections lost heavily. First chief was Capt. Kornatzky (cap-
tured at Stalingrad). Efforts of Chi to mako some working contact with the
Any outfit never amounted to anything. Whether this was due to the attitude
of the chief, Capt. 'iang, or to -thsrtaofiehis superiors, Fenner could never
find out. Chi was forbidden to continue working on foreign military systems.
Fenner did continue some work because he felt that the Army outfit could not
work certain problems satisfactorily. Y7hen Capt. Dr.' Jung became head of
army oufit, the tension lessened, and when Major Baron Csten-Sacken wa3 head
during the war Fenner even placed at Lis disposal solutions of Soviet
systems, sent his men to OKH and generally aided in every possible way. Osten-
Saeken killed hinself aftfir 20 July 1944 because under susoicion of partici-
pation in the anti-Hitler plot, tfhea Fenner's cien came back after their term
of servioe contacts were not maintained (1942) but without any feeling. Osten-
Sacken was followed by Lt. Col. Andrae. Another ran at OKH was Earon Engelhardt
( formerly with G1W) , nnd Mr. block, both formerly with OKY/Chi (RKiJ/Chi).
(ii. 21-24)

4. Auswaertige3 Ant. The cipher section of the Foreign Office grew out of the
cipher service of Grand Headquarters of ?<'orid ~ar I. Ex capt. Selchow became
head. Relations with AA were strained for some time because AA thought 0557/
Chi should not meddle with diplomatic traffic. This was a pretext, really
Selchow was afraid he would have to dive more to Chi than he got in return.
Chi kept silent the fact that it knew the reel motives end advanced only
tfh^lfoilowing well based arguments which strengthened its position:

1. If AA complains about Chi's deciphering diplomatic ciphers, will AA
promise to turn over all its decipherments which touch on military matters?

2. Should AA decline, one might then discuss having AA turn over at least
thy con-cent of such messages. Then, since soldier and diplomat read and
interpert things in different ways, it might be necessary to find that such
"contends" were not sufficient,,

3* If it is asked that Chi oonfine itself to the relatively simple
system/; presently used by military units, how is it to bo prepared to ful-
fill its primary duty: to be ready to read more complicated systems which
mu3t be expected in the future? Chi cannot content, itself with working mili-
tary systems.

Of course Chi knew these arguments would not make AA collaborate and were



adv d solely as a defensive measure in case AA tried to take away all
dip-.j::atic decipherment. In that ccse there wa3 one more:

d. A diplomat ought not to be deciphering other peoples traffic; it
might compromise his position; knowledge of the contents of secret messages
brings him under suspicion of dealing with a "Black Chamber" much Quicker
than it would a soldier who can always sp.y he has good Itelligence service.
Reference was made to Hungary where all decipherment was in the hands of
military personnel,, No open break occured. Chi improved its intercept ser-
vice and turned over thousands of diplomatic messages to AA, a real contri-
bution, and Selchow now accented the offer of cooperation and became an ally
in case of attack from the other quarters. Workers of both outfits were
allowed to talk natters over and since Chi could give more than could AA all
went smoothly. At one time, to speed matters Chi personnel worked at AA
on Turkish material. Finally, when Chi was bombed out, AA found snace and
the two agreed to 1 eep in touch should they have to move out of Berlin. This
was not possible when the time came. (ii. 25-29)
5. Forschungsamt (FA) des Reichsluftfahrtministeriuas 0

??hen FA wa3 founded and some 33 persons went over to it from Chi, two or three
of the moving spirits knew of the early friction between AA and Chi and realized
that the question of "Competence" could be employed as a oowerful lever since,
as they claimed, Hitler had assigned the working of diplomatic messages to FA
exclusively. There was some personal friction too. However, FA over esti-
mated its omnipotence, the Reichswehrministerium had no notion of letting this
work go. FA had no intercept service for radio but had claimed and obtained
control of land line and cable traffic; also, despite more people and money,
FA did not get ahead as fast with the decipherment, Selchcw for months played
along with FA but quietly asked now and then how Chi was making out. The
more frequent request from AA for aid, indicated that FA was not able to

supply what was desired. FA itself tried to get aid from Chi thus overlooking
its claim that Chi was not competent. FA sent its traffic to AA and Chi but

to Chi came only what FA saw fit to sand and often Chi later got from AA material
not supplied it direct* Persons at FA tried to get Fenner out but the exchange
of traffic went on; no groups or other information was included in traffic

went on; no groups or other information was included in the exchange. Fenner

had no use for FA of for Coering, he considered FA a "private toy of Goering"

which had no excuse for being save to further inflate Goering' s vanity. (ii„

29-32)
6. Fenner knew of no other German cryptanalytic outfits but it is quite possi-

ble that the Security Police dabbled. Usually such systems were sent to Chi.

A. Figl (formerly in the Austrian cipher section) appears to have worked with

the police, Fenner is not sure. (ii. 32-33)

7. Note: despite the aversion of AA and Chi toward FA it is possible that

FA did accomplish something. Their decipherments were never decently trans-

lated,- sometimes the ambiguity was such that Hitler himself made inquiry to

Chi as to the true meaning. Chief trouble was the "swelled heads of the chiefs".

FA had a bad reputation, it meddled and made trouble in many quarters. It

had a showy organization and boasted much, Put performed little, (ii. 32-36)

& c People who left Chi for FA. 10 listed, (ii. 37-38)

# U. Schnpper was not "Chief" of any section at Chi. Schapper's dissatisfaction

with Chi is treated at length: largely a Nazi matter. If anyone wants Fenner's

views on this matter, they are set forth at some length, (ii. 33-U)
5. Fenner's life since the surrender is detailed; unimportant, (ii. U-43)
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#6„ onnel of Austrian cipher bureau; steps taken to protect them when
Hit .-.arched in. Seifert, Bailovic, Feingart and '••aiiler were flown to
Berlin; Seifert and ".Sauler came to Chi, Keingart to AA, but Eailovic was
grcbbed off by FA. AA also took over Bohuelav aaid to have joined the Party.
Braunias later turned up in AA for a time, lie began working against hia
former colleagues as "untrustworthy from the point of view of the Party."
Purely for his own advancement, (ii. 49-56)

# 7. A. Figl: Fanner doe3 not knot; what has beooi-e of him, was about 75 years
old., His aecond volume on Deciphering was not published because the Austrian
cipher tureau objected. Figl did shew it in Rome. Did not contain anything
of great value, (ii, 56-59)

#tf„ Relations with Huettenhain described at some length. Excellent, (ii.59-61)
fc). ^affen SS did no crypto logic work so far aa Fenner knows* Members of the
FA formed a special SS unit and pushed their own interests" (ii 61)

#10, Agents. Fenner never handled original messages, 'tost of the ciphers,
usually book, were solved only after capture of the a^ent. If the books used
were available, traffic could he handled at once, but often weeks or -onths
passed before the right book or edition could bo secured. Sometimes when luck
was favorable, a net was r.orked and information about dropping of supplies
fid obtained. Often word got back that an agent had been caught and keys
must be changed. Perhaps 50 messagec were deciphered in a week, somehowever
were a year old, henco of historical interest only. The !?ehrmacbt was not
in charge of arresting agents and did not control the situation, usually the
agency spotting the station picked it up at once without waiting to us© it,
a practice of which Fenner did not approve. There was friction between Army
and the Brown and Blacks hirtS. (ii 62-63)

#11, Gen. Staff studies on Russia: Knew little but did sometimes see studies
of economic nature. Thought Kaushofor, father and son, might have had a
hand in these. Covered raw rrcterials chiefly; Fenner not competent to judge
quality, but folt they were oarefully made (ii. 63-60

0 12. Fenner never knew of any find of a Yugoslav additive system in a cave
near DRAVAR and dees not kna»v what sy3ten it may have been.' (ii 64)

"

#13. Enigma, SZ 40, SZ 42 and SG 41. Hundreds of army Enigmas r.ere lost
so Fanner assumes US must have soma. If he tried to write from memory
without a 3omple machine he might g~t things mixed up so it would be better
for on American expert to study the machines. Fenner dees not know the other
three machines; he refers to Huettenhain, '.fencer. Diploming. Rotsheidt, Dr.
Lotze (TJaPruef 7) and possibly flinisterialdirigent C-eorfe Schroeder in FA.
Huettenhain should knew most about them, (ii, 64-65)

#14* Security studies. According to orders these should have been burned,
either at Berlin, Halle or Tferfen (ii. 65)
15. Fenner knows of no cooperation with Abwebr units on interception.
No distribution list montioned Abw-hr and he never heard his superiors mention
such a connection, (ii.65)
16 0 Chi's relation to Abwehr. Chi was founded as a unit in Abwehr, this sub-
ordination led to constant conflicts, Chi tres nominally on Abwehr rolls while
the radio men were mostly Nachrictentruppen end the apparatus was under In-

spektion der Nachrichtentruppen. In the small army of 1C0000 men; this was

not too serious since everyone knew all others concerned. Then to compli-

cate things further came the T 3 (later Abteilung Fremde Keere) of the
Truppenant, which claimed it alone had a right to the decrypts of Chi. '••'hen

FA was started, Cen. Fellgiebel wanted to free Chie from Abwehr but the

decrypts were s c important Abwehr objected and Chi remained as Gruppe IV of

Abwebr but subordinate to In 7 as far as personnel and pay were concerned.
When in 1935 Canaris became head of Abwehr and the FA was in project, the
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jrst-

sitiuation became acute. Fellgiebel ranted to get Chi out of the Pokiticei
wrnagleings and now succeeded in getting it definitely in hands of Ins^ek-
tion der I.'ncbrichten Truppan (and its successor). Abwehr still got decodes
but had not authority,, (ii£6-67)

17. Gen. Gimralor., Soma derails; was an organizer and wanted to reorganize
the outfit although late 44 was not time for such a step and he did not
understand the work. Not n great success in his job. (ii.bS-69)

13. QSDAP interference. Telephones tapped, letters opened. Fenner's dis-
missal ras demanded because he had cuBsed out Goering "in Russian." Fenner
was warned to be careful with his home phone because it was monitored, his

packages were opened, (ii. 69-72)
19. Son Nazi officers and officials had the feeling that out of any three

persons whom they did not know, one was a stooge of the Party, it was hard
to pin anyone down since stoges operated under the cloak of anonymity^ only
one man from FA was discovered in Chi and he was transferred out at the first
opportunity. Fenner was often warned by his superiors not to make any criti-

cisms of the regime or of Hitler and his subordinates frequency came and

begged him not to expose himself because it would be bad for all his people.

From the VNs his people had some chance to size up the true situation. Fenner

is not sure there were none in the outfit who were not noting all he might

say but nothing ever come into the open and the Nazis never made any row,

(ii. 72.-73)

20, Any practical cryptologist knows how often he need collateral informa-

tion and how welcome it is to te able to get it promptly. The Archive was

used daily. Aa Mr. Fenner recalls, the archive was consulted 7 times the first

week, 70 the second, after that no record was kept the idea had taken hold.

"he secret archive was oresuraably burned at Z'erfen; part of the VNs were

burned in the air attack of 24 Nov. L3 (VNs of 40 to Aug/Sept 43) All older

VNs (down to about 1937) were in the Army Archives in Potsdam and, in part,

at Tirpitzufer 33/42. Fenner does not know what became of these, (ii. 73-74)

21 0 rfcttig was with Chi OKI! before he came to OKTC/fchi. Rhftt he said about

5 place Russian traffic obviously has to do with what he observed at Chi 0KH„

Russia followed the international practice of sending all messages in f ivo-
'

"lace groups so that anything else was probably an error and contrary to

regulations.
iFenner missed the point: ?.-hen did 5 LETT Pit traffic first appear? he

knew only 5 DIGIT apparently) (ii 74)

22, Fenner knows nothinp of Russian teleprinters with cipher and also nothing

of Russian agent traffic since he saw none personally, lie did see the state-

ments of some deserters and prisoners but could not dbeck their statements for

want of material. Ostensibly the agents used a 2 place numerical sustitntion

with keyword, only one - lue for. -each letter but reciphered with an additive.,

Example: Key: STALIN. S 01, T 02, A 03, L 04, I 05, H 06, 0 07, W 08, G 09,

D 10, E 11, 12, Z 13, &c down the Russian alphabet. Taking the birthdate

22.10.25 for recipherment base and a simple case of enciphering with this six

digit number (mod, 10) would be one way; another would be deriving a Zahlenwurm

from the date:
221025x1 221025

x2 2220410
x3 6630615
x4 3840320
x5 1010501025
x6 1212601230'
x7 1414711435 &c

From these sequences are derived the Vfurnt
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2: -204106630615334082010105010251212«51230l4147il435
l /442451&2936763624302111155112763338ol353155513257S.

Information regarding such systems reached Fenner's outfit "for infornfition"
but were not worked on there since outside its province. He assumes that Lt.
Vauck worked over this information more carefully although not aware that Vauck
deciphered any Russian ciphers of the sort after his transfer to Fenner's out-
fit in the fall of LA.,
The example is only one of the myriad variants. Construction of the Store would
only be learned sfter solution. iiord about such ciphers had no practical
value since one could never prove that the information -,as true. Col. SACHAROT
formerly interned in the Haus Alaska knows Russian agent systems well, if any-
one does, (ii. 74.-76)

#23, Lists of abreviations were kept for years; little used in Fenner's section
because few were met in the cipher texts and these were, or soon became familiar.
Press and propaganda sections met more. Fenner's copies were burned in Berlin,
probably the other copies were burned at ??erfen. (ii'„ 76)

#24/25. Fenner saw none (ii.77)
#26, Cetting maps of Russia was difficult. Captured material was worked over
in a section of OK77 since editions with Latinized names were needed. In 1944
the series was still incomplete and maps of all kinds were accepted gladly.
Chi once got several from Finnland and work on these was rushed since they were
only loaned, they were of East Karelia.
The Russians had old maps of the 7.arist period with scales: 1:42000, 1:34000,
1:168000 and new maps with scales: 1:250000 and 1:5000000, 1:100000 (the most
used Gen. Staff raps), also 1:250000 and 1:5000000. Only the western border
areas and some east Asiatic areas had been newly surveyed, the other new
ma^s were ••erely recalculated from verts into meters. Only a few unimportant
areas were manned for civilian use, mostly the maps were military. Fenner does
not know hew good the naps were., .. 'ostly -hey were in four colors, a few in

more colors; the old Imperial maps were Hack lithographs end of no use for

artillerists. New maps were supposed to be more exact, in particular the

ne»Jy surveyed areas in the "'est. lost of the L'ast Asian map3 were from air
surveys. Fenner had forgotten the name of the outfit which worked over the

mans but an office with which he once had seme dealings was in LQtzowstrasse.

All now maps were recalculated on Kruger-Gauss Coordinates and with Greenwich

as 0°.

In general Chi used the atlases of Stieler, Velhagen and Easing and of Ullstein;

Also official mans (cable lines, high powered transmitters, intercept areas, &c.

(ii. 77-78)
#27. Chi used the ordinary dictionaries: Toussaint-Langenscheidt, Schmidt, Ss.chs-

VUlatte, Pawlowski, &C. riost copies were private property of the men. A

bookseller can give names &C. However, ell failed to give the new terms of

diplomatic policy &c. KQhn cane to Fenner late in 44. The need for military

dictionaries was great, those issued before the war were out of date since

military vocabulary develops faster than that of scholars or diplomats, and

soldier jargon effects tien even more than technical advances.. All translators

and all in contact with the enemy needed dictionaries. To unify the work for

•preparation, to save paper (shortage) it was caked that all military dictionariss

be entrusted to Fenner (he had the best trained philologists available anywhere^

and nowhere else was so much material at hand for checking. The project was

approved and Kuhn and his handful of people assigned to Fenner. Early 45

an K.nglish dictionary (including 3lang) was lmost through t he compilation stage

oroffsheots were being read. A russian military dictionary was in progress.

The material was burned at ?.'erfen but Kfihn may have saved some private notes.

Fenner though the books were promising for postwar use. (ii.7S-79).
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'its. 3 sy impression, enc I an: convinces .at the secre archive (Dis-
serr. ri of information) evaluated the Vlte carefully and according to
cor: principles, otherwise inquiries would not have cone in from outside
off- 3. I know, for instance, that Gen. Staff once wanted to know whether
from Vta or other sources we knew anything abont Russian preparations for war.
There was a time when an answer would have taken 3 days to prepare and have
been spotty but this time a full answer was ready in 3 hours. The archive
gave only factual information with no attempt at interpretation. At a time
when propaganda was confusing to everyone such e source of reliable informa-
tion got firmly established in short order. As long as the archive was under
Fenner «s jurisdiction ha and his workers tried to make it a source of truthful
information which could be relied upon absolutely.
Fanner did not knew the distribution of the VHa. Lt. von Kalckstein or, per-
haps. Dr. Schaetfel would know most on this subject. His outfit cerely informed
of -che number of copies required, it did not control distribution or even oick
out specific numbers needed for any particular purpose.
Reports were, as already mentioned, put out monthly at first, then from about
1927 only every 3 months and in 5 copies. From 1933 on only annual reports,
2 copies, were prepared ( a 3rd copy was nade in rare instances.) (ii. 79-30)
29. Fenner knew no American or English patents for cipher machines, "hen
negotiating with Siemens early in the 20s for construction of a cipher machine
he heard of Hevern inventions and Chi had a prospectus which, like most,
gave no vital informntion. Chi never heard whether the Electric Hebern was
ever built, he does not know whether American or English patents ever helped
or inspired German inventions. He did not know foreign patents well enough
to be certian on this point, (ii-81)

30o Patents were issued by the Reichspatentamt if the conditions were ful-
filled. This was determined by the examiners. Any N.Y. patent attorney can
give details. If national security called for secrecy, application was made
for a secret patent. The chief difference was that the letters patent were
not published and only one can handled these documents, one approved by the
Pa-ent Office. Enigma had secret patents, also Siemens and other firms. 7/hen

the authorized representative, say 'tenzer, came to the proper officer o? the

pa'ent office hs was 3hown the latest list. It is erroneous to think that
possession of a patent means possession of the knowledge needed to make it

effective, in Germany the ideas were patented and it might te a long v.ay to
perfecting the device. The 7/affenamt did all writing concerning patents for

cipher devices. *t made application, paid the fees, including annual fees

for the 23 years of validity. Of course ^affenamt kept e list of its patents

but Fenner does not know where or what became of 3uch lists, (ii. -31-82)

31. Dr. Heisser and Councilor Schulz could tell best who first solved the

American strip system. Fenner' a recollection is as follows: the courier

brought from *-ome a description of the solution which rather astonished Former's

outfit since it was one of the toughest problems, Chi did not believe Rome

could have done it independently but the solution v.orked. At the Foreign

Office they were workinf intently on the problem at about the same time, later

with success. He thinks the primary eolation was obtained in rome, whether by

purchase or not Fenner does not know. Then Chi worked it over carefully, then

AA and Helaingfors, It was known then in the order: Rome, Chi, AA and (FA?)

Helsingfor3, Budapest, Rome and Tokio were not informed of our euccess since

we did not ex-ect any advantage from their collaboretion. (Should the break

come after Kelsingfor3 or where??) (ii, 82-83)

32. Schluesselscheibe and Schluesselkasten.

Mr, Fenner assumes knowledge of the double transposition and other transposi-

tion^;^terns used by the German army in v?0rld "Jar I, also the Enigma machine



(lanp model), and the relative advantages and disadvantages ol he two systems.
These had been discussed over a ^eriod of 20 years with the idea of creat-

ing a device for troops v.hich would have the following properties:
a. light weight and s:nall compass,
b c absolute freedom from operating failure,
c 0 be easy to operate,
d. derive the cipher or nlaintext by a simple rule, certianly in one

operation.
e. yield undecipherable ciphertext,
f. have a simple distribution of keys,

g. be simple to administer,,

None of the many, often very clever, hand systems satisfied the demands c (the
very intrguing French small "Signaltafel" (code) with seme 1C00 groups and
numerous Hank spaces was excellent, as ex-nerience distribution facilities.)
Some other course had to be pursued. Likewise ^the -numerous lay suggestions

for use of discus of line slides had to be Rejected, even when for greater •

security the cipher was a funciton of the plaintext. In such cases an error
continues as its own function throughout the length of the message.

The only idea which turned oui to be theoretically and practically of
value was the use of a substitution system with oneriodic progression but
with a long period. Ihe technical problem *as to mechenize this idea. For

clearly with a primitive linear slide

Plain myiunbghvtalxdc jgrkc pzfw oe

Cipher nucivdznqoramyjbwxfskelhtgpucivdznqo..

and an aperiodic nuraericrl key, e.g,

U32O31526U0 Z3103
a cipher can be derived v.hich cannot be solved analytically although it goes

back to the -ttddle Ages (Tritheim HG2 to 1516) (Mote: According to Vifinere).

If it were possible to use such a Tactically endless/sequence of digits

to drive the red disc then the desired device would be achieved to all intents

an purposes.
However the minimum length of. cuch a device had its limits: if the alpha-

bets were to be changed, then the cells would have to be capable of inscrip-

tion. However, with a call width of 1 cm the minimum length would be 52 cm

since one alphabet rust be double. This would be intolerable.

A way out was found in subdivision of the two alphabets thus:

(black) myiunbshvtalx

(red) pucivdznqoramouci m
(red) yjbwxfskelhtgyibw g
(black) dqjgrkcpzfwoe

This let the device be reduced to a length of seine 30 cm but an unforseen dis-

advantage lay in the coupling of two black and two red letters,,

"forking out the driving mechanism in such small ccmpass was even mere

difficult.
A drawspring supplied power, it was released by a pushbutton, "'hen at

rest the movable slide had to be firmly locked. The final step of the slide
,

which was pulled out by hand, had to unique. All this called for earful

mechanical construction.
To mechanize the aperiodic motion recourse was had to socalled ninwheels,

such as are used for the same purpose in the Hagel in, and the structurally

necessary gearwheels. All these drive elements were so easily reached from the



bottoc if the device that even the clumsy fingers cf a sold ie, -

-,:ld operate
the individual parts.

Fenner no longer recalls hoc many pinwheels and gears the device had,
however, 4 cogwheels with 17, 1?, 21 and 23 teeth respectively would yield
a period of 156009 steps. He assumes that at least 5 cogwheels were projected
and the sa::e numler of pincheels , but the number does not matter for the
theory.

The total period is shortened by the effect of the pinwheels. Also there
are favorable and unfavorable pin positions. The problem of the favorable
rin positions was subject of special consideration. In practice each clerk
had to p ossess a table showing "forbidden11 positions. Such a table had already
been prepared at OKI" Chi.

Experimentally a l.lenzer slide about 17 cm long, 3 cm wide end 6 cm high
had been constructed, with a much shorter period. The Tnaderer Terke had been
intrusted with the construction. The army did not get beyond the experimental
stage and Fenner never heard that the first set was ever tested by the troops.
All experimental models were useless because the device was always jamming
(Klemmte).

The intention was to write in a new alphabet at least once a day and to

use a new setting of the pinwheels and cogwheels for each message. The clerk
was to have free choice in this last so as to guarantee as nuch individuality

as possible; naturally this entailed sending an indicator group, Mo completed
Instruction and Keying Manual was seen by Fenner,,

Mr. Fenner thinks the device would meet current cryotographic requirements

but no thorough anal, sis had been made to hi3 knowledge, (ii. 83-86).

#33. Poor phrasing of the question, coupled with a spelling error, caused total

misunderstanding of this question, (ii. S6)

#34-. Collaboration with Japanese was really impossible since F.ayashi was cut

off from Tokio and little material got beck and forth. The main interest was

to deter ine whether systems solved on the west front also appeared on the east
front, however, Berlin never found out what the Russians did use in Asia. To-

ward the end, Hayashi asked to be informed, since he was almost entirely in

the dark about events; he was geven carefully selected VNa from time to tine

but that was alio (ii.87-89)

#35, Fenner seems to have had no knowledge of Schauffler's "wissenschaftliche

Perichte". Merely assumes that anything Schauffler nut out would have been

worth while, (ii. 89-90)

36. Fenner says he knew no more about secret inks than one could get from an

encyclopedia or chiles book on magic. Once looked through a microscope at a

microfilmed map of Cerr.any which was shown him as demonstration of present day

technique, both were out of Chi's province, (ii 90-91)

#37. Fenner thinks there were probably messages of the Lublin govt, among the

many P-lish messages decrypted but does not know. Assumes they w. Id have been

substitutions with additive, the latter nrobabJy from tables.

Berndt would know best, then iluettenhein who would have conferred with Berndt

on the encipherrnents. (ii. 91)
#38"3 A few B 211 machines reached Chi. i.'ow. He knew no other French machines.

Thought the printing model Hagelin was used by English perhaps. There was an

erroneous impression about that OIT'/Chi had solved the B 211 but this is false.

Huettenhain's talks revealed that the B 211 might be solved under certain

circumstances. It mav be that OKH (hi really did get a few solutions, (ii.

91-92)
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T .er knew no American cryptologists by nane. From Yareley's beck it
was known that successes had been scored in "^orld '"ar I and it was assumed that
America -wouldt,usei. jbis source of information arain. An American newspaper had
an item about an organization which located end determined the nationality of
unknown transnitters very speedily, ^ince such determination is out of the
question without reading tre fic, he assumed there was a large deciphering out-
fit. Even if this were an exaggeration, it must be assumed that USA was doing
something in this line, any such effort v:ould not be a bagatelle. Later from
Africa came unconfirmed rumors of a cipher section with IBM machines. After
the landing in France a secret document of the USA signal Corps was captured
sonewhere. In this renort the question of decrypting is raised. Fenner got
the impression that American military circles, like the German, sometimes
questioned whether decryption was sensible. He knew by experience such ques-
tions which suggested that the questioner regarded every decryption as a plant;
other less intelligent people would ask: why don't you decrypt only the import-
ant messages? The American critic comes to the laconic conclusion: either the
decrypted message contains the truth or none at all. Such a statement could
only have come from a man who understood the technical basis of analysis and
had often been convinced of the relation between a decrypt and the truth. No
there was no doubt but that America hud a official cipher outfit.

Nothing certain was ever heard about English work but it was assumed cer-
tain that it was in competent hands, r-hen England tried to get tie Turks to
use Englich systems, Germany heard of it and inferred that England must be
reading Turkish traffic, at least. If Turkish, v?hy not others which were no
more difficutl? After Torld !7cr I there was an unconfirmed rumor that Former
Russian naval officers who had worked on systems of the German Baltic Fleet
were working for the Kremlin. From the gradual development of Russian systems
from fairly easily solved to insoluble enciphered codes with one, tine additive
it must be inferred that Moskau had serious peonle at work, monitoring their
own systems and replacing thera when they mifcht be used to the point of breaking.
Reports on the strict selection of personnel for the 4th section of the Cen.
Staff suggested that security was receiving"' much attention. Since Fenner's
experience shows that the analyst is the one who bolsters up the country's
own cryptohranhic means, it was certain to him that roscow had a cryotanalytic
outfit.

Captured Russian instructions were so clearly thought out as to indicate
that much analytic work had been done, otherwise no such cleat use of terms
would be possible. The similarity between siplomatic systems and those of
the higher staffs suggested a common control, (ii. 92-94.)

4.0, Just before the war one of his men brough a clipping from a French journal
with an ad of a course in decrypting. «e thinks the price was 20 francs. For

security reasons no attempt was made to connect, (ii. 95)
4.1. "lenzer came to Chi in 1933 after 12 years in Signal Corps where he had

risen to Oberfunkmeister and where his duties were to lick and seal hundreds
of envelopes. After testing him, Fenner though he was too good for such a job

and menzer was transferred to Chi. lie took the first course in cryptology,
got outside aid in math, and got acquainted with vrious aids, worked on sugg-

estions that were offered and was gradually attracted to the development of
mechanical aids. **e was also assigned to make small hand systems for the

German forces. *e was not gifted at decrypting, even a simple substitution

was uncomfortable for him, but constent application with rigid criticism and
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a systematic sera ior vrucn wicenec tils Horizon while his Knov/ledge deepened.
He took up the Enigma then in use and checked the security of Cerman systems -

He shoved that the Enigma was used wrongly, as wa3 known, he worked out his
studies in the proper form, never asserting more than he could prove. From
1933 on he busied himself more intesively with the development of ausiliary
devices to aid decipherment, always asking whit do I expect of this gadget,
what is it to do? His first attempts were primitive: forking with come strips
of wood he obtained a recurrent periodicity but with no money, no grand result
co»:ld be ho^ed for. There was a lot of talk of the need for a device to locate
and record repeats; some funds were made available and some mechanics arrived
but then it appeared that the technical knowledge of a former radio nan was
not adequate, so '!enzer was put under Huettenhain and graduate engineer Rot-
scheidt transferred to the section. From their collaboration resulted the de-
vices mentioned above. There were long periods where .'enzer worked entirely
on hand systems. **e was responsible for the so called "Heftschluessel" (pad
key?) which was cancelled shortly after its introduction because of compromise
and because it was not as secured as one had thought. "Some impossible mistakes
proved possible",, This resulted in the realization that our ovn systems must
be checked more carefully. In this yenzer proved very useful and reliable,
before the war Fenner v. as troubled because the Abwehr was using systems he had
not checked, and during the war occasions] requests for systems strengthened
his suspicion that not all was well with the Abwehr cryptography, .'!enzer was
assigned to go to the Abwehr and, despite any opposition, to check sll systems
and replace poor ones with some Fenner had checked, This was 'lenzer's last
big task, and he did it to Fenner' s cotnplote satisfaction, 'lenzer's strong
points were: small hand systems and small auxiliary devices; criticism and

evaluation of systems. His judgment was good and he considered all sorts of
mijior weaknesses, (ii 95-97)

ft 42. Yes, He recalls talking with Paschke of AA about the end of O about
some traffic, 30 letters long with some sort of indicators, "ource wa3 not

recognized and anyhow the traffic was outside his province, bo no study was made.

-_(ii. 97)

ft A3. Fenner never saw the Olivetti teleprinter. Huettenhain .aid it was -not

thoroughly developed; the constants outweighed Hihe variables in the machine.

—(ii. 98)

# U. Fenner knows nothing. Suggests asking the former Russian officer SACHAROW
who should be well informed (ii. 98}

Vclurne III.

ft
1. Dr. Lutzen did start a study of Finnish systoms in 194.0 but this wa3 dropped

ic favor of more important work. Uo results. Though transposition was used.

(1U.-1)

ft 2. In the late 20s and early 30s Torsi Ilagelin developed a ci-her machine based

or. the principle of a practically endless Tritheim. He accomplished this

by a number o?' cogwheels, the number of teeth on the several -heels being prime

to one another ( 11, 13, 17, 19, 21, 23), and so called pinwheels the purpose

of which was to let the period run along in irregular steps. A third agg-

regate, the basket, served to substiutute the alphabets immanent in the

machine. This device, r.hich was about 20 x 15 x 8 cm in size, was built

as a tape printer. Pressing a hand lever caused the entire mechanism to

advance to a certain number of steps. The alphabet wheel had to be set by

the left hand, then there appeared alongside in a slot (?) the appropiate

cipher letter after operation of the lever. The device was cryptographically

excellent but had the disadvantage of working relatively slowly.



c "uu iCLUieu tecause r.agenn is reported to have asked ott amill narks.. He later told Fenner that his machine was beim- tuilt in
Franc, under licence.

Some years later it was apparent from advertisements that Hagelin had
unproved his machine, he had introduced a keyborad, similar to a typewriter,
and had, as Fenner recalls, both a straight mechanical and an electric model.
Since Chi and the Waffenamt had since 1935 some ideas of their own, they con-
tented themselves with what information they had and did not buy any of these
devices for study. (Due to the exchange rate any such purchase would have
been very difficult).

In the summer of 1940 some machines were captured in the West which were
recognized as automatically printing, electromechanical TEKNIK devices. The
base plate was about 40 x 40 cm, the height Fenner estimates at 15 cm. He
knew of two such machines and assumes that the Waffenamt also got several
(WaPruef 7) . None were intact and Fenner no longer can say whether they were
page printers or tape printers or whether they printed both texts simultan-
eously for control purposes. This was of secondary importance to Chi. What
was important was that to derive the elements of the cipher text elements of
the already known small Teknik were -raployed, viz. ;

1. cogwheels, the number of teech being ^rime to each other
2. pinwheels. •

3. i basket with riders.
Something net/ was that wheels, similar to those of the Enigma, had been

introduced to effect the substitution. As Fenner recalls, a dry cell furnished
current although he thinks there was a cable for connecting to an outside power
source (transformed from light circuit), He no longer recalls the installation
Of the several parts and their interaction. (Since no traffic which had
plainly been enciphered with these machines, was at hand and he did not know
whether they were used by the French or the Pritish, the cryptologic interest
was satisfied). However, the analysts and technicians were much interested
in one wheel which was missing in every machine captured, it was at out 4 cm
long and 3 cm wide as Fenner recalls. It was located between certain electrical
poles after the fashion of the small Enigne wheel and was thought to have signi-
ficance as a supplemental security factor. ^ does not recall how many poles
this body (wheel) bed on its face. At that time he assumed there must have
been a large number of these secret wheels and it was clear that the apparatus
would not function without one. Hence the machine could stand out open on
a table but when it was to be U6ed some one (officer or official) had to insert
such a wheel. Fenner asked that search be made in all stores and factories
of the occupied territory for such wheels but none were found. Accordingly
none of the machines could be put in shape to operate and study,.

However, one thing was clear to Fenner, Huettenhain, Rotscheidt and Menzer,
namely that Hagelin had a good start and that the machine must be theoretically
very good for a permanent location. STir could not set up any rule for the solu-
tion of individual Teknik messages; of course they did not know either what
defects the machine might have or whether it was free from "troubles".

It was too late for the Machine to have any influence on German developments.
When 'fenzer left Fenner 's group late in 1944 .'!enzer took the nachines

with him and Fenner does not know what became of them. Menzer tinkered with
one for a long time but Fenner thinks he would have been informed had anything
resulted.

The machine appeared very solidly and well built and betrayed excellent
workmanship, (iii.1-5)

#3. When after the first World War Poland set up diplomatic mission abroad it
took up familiar means for secret communication with those missions.
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,a Chi began working on this traffic several systems may have been
intj .ced and replaced so that Fenner can say nothing ebout such earliest
types. But it is possible that the traffic worked by Chi early in the 20s
represented the earliest systems: 5 digit groups with repeats within and
between messages of the same day but no repeats between different days. The
repeats were always 4. digits long or a multiple of four so there was no doubt
but that the basic code had 4- digit groups. She parallel passages used to study
the encipherment showed affinities of indisputable regularity, for instance,
if on 1 Oct. a parallel passage reed 4354 there would he found on 2 Oct. 1061
9066; likewise if yesterday a frequent grourj read 8579 there would be today
a group 2693 with about the seme frequency, i.e. appearing about as often
porcentually. °n the basis of these observations and dozens of confirmations
it was natural to assume that a four digit code had been enciphered with a
simple substitution table, say something like the following:

2 Oct.

0 ? 1 ?, 2 j$ 3 0, U 1, 5 6, 6 ?, 7 9, 8 2, 9 3.
Working over the collective traffic of each day led to the same phenomena. Hence
the assumption was confirmed and the next step could only be to render homo-
genous the heterogenous material, i.e. to give it a form as if of the 10J-1
arithmetically conceivable permutations of the substitution table only one and
the sane had been used each tine. Thi3 process was called reduction to the
relative basic code. It mts accomplished by usinp as large and ungarbled coll-
ections as possible, one of these terts being regarded as "unenciphered" and
the others being reduced to that. The reduction v/as relatively mechanical and
since it is assumed that cryptanalists all over the world use the sane method
as suggestion will suffice.

The following sheet shows a section of the count of the collection taken
as basic code in four places (black); the count of the recond collection, like-
wise 4. place, (red, and the count of the third collection under the same
conditions (blue) 0 If black 1365 is the most frequent group of collection 1

and 0128 the most frequent of collection 2 while 54-31 is the most frequent

in collection 3 and the three groups may correspond to each other, we can

already make the following reduction:
black red blue

0
I-' 0 5

2

3 14
4 6 7

5 8 1

6 2 3

7
8

9
It is obvious that through other comparisons additional values will be found so

that with adequate material all messages can be reduced to "black" and the re-

sults used for code breaking.

That is how the 4 digit code enciphered by simple substitution tables was

solved thus proving that such a system in not secure enough for the present

day needs.
Although a system had been chosen v.-hich in and of itself v/as insufficiently

secure for state secrets the solution of the daily changing encipherment was

further facilitated by the fact that Warsaw itself made a change not necessi-

tated by the system but due solely to thoughlessness and convenience. In Cora-
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31 31
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31 31
31 31

31 57
46 31
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'

13
13
13
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(red) 0128
(blue) 5431

0682 (red)

5713 (blue)



t was (ji-Dgreasive uuxxy Keys 01 a nun systematic sequer s were noted
wh made possible the reading of traffic on sparsely filled cays and also
the reconstruction of the substitution tables even before a single message
for the day had been received.

Obviously the tables for each month were printed on a single sheet. The
official entrusted with preparation of the tables made it easy for himself and
omitted the all esrential feature, i.e* random selection which would have ex-
cluded any unintentional though physocologically comprehensible system. Thus
the tables looked somewhat as follows:

n 11 It j I
7,3 9 10111213U151°171 319202122232425262728293031Obv3915 4 4 2 2 0 3 5 1

10391615 4 24023 21 1 4230135 15 4 2 0 /. 32013 1 4
321053 15 42 0534 10 3 1 4 2

4125093 1 0 1

5452803 1 0 1

6546270 3 10 1

796472 043201 1

378748 P. 4020 1 1

987364 4 220355
Systems of thill and other types occurred by the hundreds and were the rule,

whereas unsystematic tables were the exception. And even though the system
here in only partial, it nevertheless facilitated decipherment in countless

cases for once part of a month had been solved the worker knew ar-nroximately

whet the table for the next day would look like.

After this system had been used several years it was replaced without

notice by ?. new 4 digit code enciphered by an additive (Zahlenv.urm). (Fenner
cannot date precisely w' thout records but recalls that at the time of the

"Letterbox conflict in Danzig" the new cede had been in use several months).

Ciphertext critique, i.e. examination of new cipher texts without making

any counts, yielded a different picture. The number of parallel passages ha d

been reduced materially, again the length was four or a multiple of four, henca,

the basic code was four digit, end this was confirmed by the fact that the int-

erval between parallel passages was also a multiple of four. A frequency count

now rjhowed a oerfectly colorless picture with virtually every digit of the

Cipher text appearing almost equally frequently procentually. c ince it was

known that an additive sequence of sufficient length produces this effect,

such an additive was assumed to be used. The socalled phase or interval having

fc*;en determined from the parallel passages, the next task. was '-to
:
p-iek- out

enough homogenous material enciphered with one and the same additive sequence.

The introduction of the additive sequence (Zahlenwurm) meant a great crypto-

graphic advance. *-ut again 7/arsaw felt perfectly secure. This was subjectively

comprehensible but could not stand up against objective criticism. The sequence

was short and was in U3e so long that regularly enough traffic could be assembled

to permit solution. For this the usual difference method was employed, this

is based on the fact that like differences of two groups at the kth and k n*h

positions of the additive sequences indicate the same code groups:

k k.n.....

3456 4567
.... ••••

. . . . . . .

.

7322
• • •

8433

difference. 4976 4976
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Since reduction to the true basic code is possible only ir, ".he rarest
cases, reduction is usually to a relative code, this is continued until
enough homogenous materiel 13 assembled to allow attack on the problem of
code breaking. The Polish correspondence was always so lively that there

"

was always enough material. Once more the measures to safeguard state secrets
were not adequate. In spite of the introduction of a modern system the mistake
had been made of sending too much traffic with too short sequences so that
the system compromised itself.

It must be assumed that later some competent critic appeared in "arsaw
who recognized and spoke of these weaknesses of the system, possibly an officer,
(Lt. Szczezinksy?) , for the next improvement was a lengthening of the additive
sequences. The use of a 40 place sequence bespoke lack of imagination; £0
is a multiple of U, after the sequence has been run through the next group
begins with the first digit of the additive; a sequence of 37 on the other hand
with a U digit code would only repeat thus after I x 37 position, i.e. every
143 steps, "'hen VJarsaw became aware of this the sequences were altered; soon
thereafter sequences of much greater length appeared, even up to 200 digits
or more. This was an advance for it always happened that messages were sent
which were shorter than th.p sequence and, unless much material was at hand,
many messages regained unread. At is well known that anything which is theor-
etically correct must be correct in practice. If contradictions are found,
either the theory is false or errors have been made in practice. The theory
of the additive sequence requires, of course, that the sequence shall not al-
ways be applied at the same position in the intermediate text. In practice
the picture was quite often different; The deciphereres got the impression
that the sequences were kept in drawers and were mere force of habit, "hen
this was noticed the sequences were in use for relatively long periods of
time, how long mr. Fenner does not recall, but in any case leng enough to permit
solution of the encipherment as a rule. Subsequently at least one fault

was eliminated: the period of validity of the wequences was shortened, -

The result was that traffic that could be solved shrank constantly and

fev;er and fewer messages were read.. Hov ever,Warsaw could still not decide
to give its inherently excellent system a stability in practice equal to

i ts stability i n theory > Only during the final months before the war was
this level attained although it would have been possible from the time the

additive was introduced: now the sequences are different in each direction
on a circuit, i. : e.-, 9 the sequences used from Warsaw to London are never the

same as from London to Warsaw; the sequences are so long that rarely does

one begin to repeat within any message; they are of such short validity
thar rarely does one obtain enough material to permit solution of the

encipherraent. For months before the war Chi was unable to decipher a

single Polish diplomatic message. With that Warsaw had met the requirements

for a modern government's secret writing: it3 nature was known, its weaknesses

were known, but it was employed with due regard for its theoretical values

and therefore protected the secret from every unauthorized decryption
When war came and the Polish government in exile began to send and

receive messages it soon became apparent that the lesson had not been

forgotten.. The additive sequence was retained but in view of the difficulty

of preparing and distributing these the choice fell on sequences which could

be derived from extensive tables
,
Surely the government realized that this

would be risky if used for a long time but it may have been beyond its power

to do better under the circumstances;anyhow eventually great numbers of

messages were read„Change of the basic code and of the tables made no essential



change in this result but it Would be a mstajcs to suppose that, solu.^ ci of
these messages was an easy matter, ".'eeks passed before enough homogenous
material could be assembled and the personnel shortage at Chi made it im-
possible to handle this traffic as had been done in peacetime. To get re-
sults ausiliary devices had to be employed such a3 differencing machines and
Hollerith machines if decipherment were to have any practicel value. This
should not be considered Q point in favor of the system since the modern cry-
ptographer must figure that the modem cryptologist will attack his systems
with machines chich save a lot of writing. -!oreover the rule holds that every
cryptographic system has an imminent degree of security which must not be
overburdened, "'hen the limit is exceeded i3 a point which cannot be determined
at the time of introduction and, more often than laymen will assume, is not
recognized by the user since he rarely knows the total use trade of the system.

The system known as "militpologne" was also worked and the encipherment
was solved. Fenner can give details only with reservations today: a U digit
code enciphered with simple substitution tables, no great problem per se but
rendered very difficult by the dearth of traffic. So in this case everythin g
was known but the code could not be solved because the limit of safety was
never reached, let alone exceeded.

That Tarsaw was ot idly resting on the laurels of the virtually insoluble
endless additive sequence was proven by seme captured items: Military-political
codebooks in several languages for carrying on correspondence in Polish, French
and Romanian. From other codebooks and encipherments it was recognized that
Warsaw was trying to prepare for any eventuality. Even the external appearance
of these documents shewed that attention had been given to quality of paper,
binding, &C. Hence the entire cryptographic setup evidenced a certain sub-
stantial quality.

It should be remarked that the philological solution of Polish codes was
not irade easy. A comparison with French codes, which were also 4 place as a
rule, may be enlightening. The French cerefully encoded every stem and every
ending and insisted on precise use of grammatical forms, the Poles went to
the other extreme, they often rive only the stem and assume that the decoder
will get the right moaning readily from his general knowledge of the political
situation. That was probably true but the crypologist is greatly hampered
in his code breaking by 3uch procedure, "'hereas an ordinary French diplo-
matic code can often he read after some 1500 group's havo been recovered, 25CO
groups would not be enough in the case of a polish code. This observation
deserves mention as proof that it is important to use an encoding procedure
which will cause enemy analists additional difficulty.

However, it is true of the cryptographic activity of the young Polish
state that even where there was certainly no dearth of advisors the develop-
ment of cryptography does not progress by leaps and bounds but rather is
bound organically to an organism man, whose spiritual eye can, to be sure,
in happy moments penetrate to gr^at depths, great heights and remote distances,
but still is not able to compel his fellcw man to do what is sensible* (iii 5-16)

The question shows a misunderstanding. Fenner said that Huettenhain saw
the Olivetti machine and reoorted there were so many Italian navy men about
that he felt it was sponsored by the Italian navy rather than by the array.

No mention was made of the American navy (iii-17)



!Po vox -vred hussian army systems cu_ itly from vjorld ffai on and
followed the development fron simple substitutions to codes with additive
encipherment. p/hich system was used in maneuvers of 1930 Fenner cannot
possibly recall. He has. become acquanted with hundreds of systems and kept
as few aa possible in nind to a degree that would permit recall of details
16 years later. If it were a code, it must have been OKK 2, since OKK 1
was supposedly set up in 1929. It was probably a 3 place code with part of
the digits enciphered by tables. Such a system would fit about that period.
(iii-17)

jfc. rtenzer's discoveries of weaknesses of the Enigma. Fenner was not actively
concerned with the latest developments and in C3se a new model was made during
the war he cannot give many details, he assumes the principle was not changed.
He assumes that at least one perfect specimen is in 'Tashington since many
were lost and proposes, in case the bulbs work, the following exoeriments:
1) If in any wheel position key A is pressed and K lights, then if the same
wheel position K is pressed A will light up. Further experiment would show
that tea letters are tied two and two in a reciprocal relation. This means
there ere "reciprocal substitutions" in the Enigma system. The number of
substitutions (Caesars) with a 26 letter alphabet is Ix2x3x x25x26 or
261. This is an inherent weakness of the machine vfhich cannot be overcome
sinci it is conditioned by the construction, the wirings and circuits.
However, in the entire Engima system there are only 131 different substitutions.
If one of these can be solved then, even during solution it appears that each
solution gives two values. If cipher a equals palin k, then in this position
cipher k equals plain a. This weakness aids in the complete solution.
7.) If there is a machine available with three ratable wheels between two
fixed wheels, then the complete cycle is exhausted after 26^-26^ or 16900
steps. The movement (next few words do not seem to make sense, perhaps
something omitted in transcribing) instead 26 x 26 Caesars (substitutions)
are skipped. This results in a shortening of the period although the progres-
sion is d is turned.

3) Assuming that the machine "ley be operated for a day with the same wheel
position and "Rastenstellung" and that all messages are set up in exactly
the same wheel position, 3ay all with the settlnr C10101, solution of such
messages would cause little difficulty if there were some 70 of them. Less
would suffice if the analyst had some experience and a method. To avoid
such a piling up of messages at one point in the wheel period all messages
ought to he distributed evenly over the period. This can be accomplished
for traffic from one point 1 ut not otherwise. It is nost advisable to pre-
scribe for the offices 1he choice of arbitrary settings since probaility' indi-
cates that then the days quantum will he so well distrubuted over the whole
period that no dangerous pile-ups will result.

4) However, this security was not adequate for no one can say how great the
daily volume of traffic will be in a future war, all predictions were quite
without bia3 of fact and hence unadequate. The ideal would have teen to be
able to make current permutation of the circuits, e.g. if one could interrupt
the leads of the fixed wheels at the right and constantly change the poles.
This consideration led to the "Steckerbrett" (plugban^) in the front of the

machine. Tithout bridging by jacks the machine- works so to speak in normal
fashion.
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Germ&E cipher machines. Development 7;es in the hands of the Weffeneuit.
Chi res,- to be sure, concerned with criticisms and analysis but only gave
suggestions, it could not construct eny. The Enigma was considered outmoded
although secure when correctly used. The Geheimschreiber (G-schreiber)
was modern but not mobile enough. All plans «er new developments were
doomed by the end of 19UA* No more practical work could be undertaken, (p. 3.)

TXTc Organization of Chi 1939-1944.

Nothing is so wrong es to assume that your opponent will not notice and
utilize the weaknesses of any system. Hence Chi assumed as a matter of
principle that complete Enigmas would be captured along with instructions
and at least e few keys end that the enemy would have radiograms. It was

(2*w~c-»/ also self-evident that even with correct use, chance - which cannot be

fJjsoG
predicted end can only be recognized when it occurs - would give the

- enemy the possibility of deciphering some individual Enigma messages. What
must be avoided v;es that the enemy read the traffic currently.... provision
was made that the messege key chosen should be sent disguised so as not to
facilitate the work of the enemy cryptologists. If they were already
deciphering they would have to hunt through tfce traffic to find messages
that belonged together. Chi assumed that this process would take so much
time that no tactical use could be made of the messages after they were
deciphered. That is all that was asked. ( p. 30)

There were further investigations climaxing in the question whether the
Enigma message could be solved when the machine and keying instructions were

- known. The analytic answer was - yes; intenticnally I do not say the
theoretical^ answer, since e correct theory entails a correct practice,

, otherwise there is an error in theory or practice. So the answer was thet
(-!/}<• a single messege could be reed given the proper machine; wheel position

and all ether settings may be unknown, it is only essential to have the
machine with the wheels actually used in enciphering. However what was
dene in a simplified experiment would in reelity have called for a lot of
people or e tremendous number of mechines (cryptologic aids) so that once
again one need hardly count on practical results under normal circumstances, (p.;

31

Assuming(one) had the machine used and messages enciphered with it, (One)

would assume, let us say, the word "regiment." This plaintext word would
fjto**~> be tried with every successive group of eight letters, resetting the machine

-fiob until et the proper place in the message "regiment" was obtained, with

intelligible text before end after the word. Obviotisly this would call for much
time and effor^end afterwards would have to be repeated with any change of
wheel position or plugging. Chi^ thought that in modern warfere no one would
be patient with such loss of time in decipherment and so felt that, correctly

used, the Enigma wes secure enough, (p. 31.)
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end then repeat using a bridge let us say connecting A and K then the two
texts will in the rain be alike, this experiment will suffince to prove that
a single plug connection is not enough to produce any narked disturbance in
the substitution sequence of the period. Even with two or three plug connec-
tions the changes are net great enough to insure security. Since in figuring
the connections combinations are encountered, the masinura is cot 13 but some

les3er number.

6) Nothing is so wrong ea to assume that your opponent will not notice and
utilize the weaknesses of any system. Hence Chi assumed as a matter of
principle that complete Enigmas would be captured along with instructions

and at least a few keys and that the enemy would have radiograms. It was
also self evident that even with correct use chance-which cannot be pre-
dicted end can only be recognized when it occurs-would give the enemy the

possibility of deciphering some individual Enigma messages. Y-hat must be

avoided was that the en9ray read the tra/fic currentyl It was clear to Chi
that Enigma messages with like or very similar key settings must contain
parallel passages which would be a weakness since they would permit working
kindred (affine) messages successfully: it would only be necessary to super-

impose these messages correctly then all elements in a column vould be en-

ciphered with the same alphabet (Caesar). For example:
alccfrc xdert c . ..cafhjk

ligtfde sdert vgftrea

aldfrcc bhiklog

xzzefrc cafholj

It must nerely be remembered that due to the dropping out of certain elphabets

(Caesars) the cipher elements of all columns across the entire width need not

coae from tfle same reciprocal alphai-ets. Hence the possibility of the occur-

rence of such parallel passages should be avoided as far as possible. Parallel

rjassages arise t rough the use of like letters at like (identical) positions

in the oeriod. Like letters come from the choice of the same words. The mili-

tary language is poor in words! Such vords as enemy, hostile, attack, ammu-

nition, &c recur again and again. In these words the most frequent letters

also appear, e.g., e, n, i, r, s, t, u, d, a, h, b. If plugging is used it

is well to plug these frequent letters.

7) Hon the number of cractically possible vlug combinations is structurally

limited. The plugV.oard is close to the front cover and not many cords can be

used in the limited space, therefore recourse was had to permutation of the

wheels. The 3 movable wheels can be arranged in 6 ways so that with respect

to the output sequence five new sequences are possible. Put each new sequence

means practically a new period of some 17000 steps so that there would be a

period of some 104000 steps for a day which was considered adequate if the

plugboard was used nroaerly. Of course one thought of introducing entirely

new wheels from time to time, that was the practice. And of course provision

wa3 made that the message key chosen should te sent disguised so as not to

facilitate the work of the enemy cryptologists. If they were already de-

ciphering they would have tc hunt through the traffic to find messages that

belonged together. Chi assuned that this process would take so much time

that no tactical use could be made of the messages after they were deciphered.

That is all that was asked,

8) There were further investigations climaxing in the question whether the

Enigma message could be solved when the machine and the Schluessel anleitung)
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key instruction^) were known* The analytic answer was: yn Sj intentionally
I co not say the theoretical answer since a correct theory entails a correct
practice, otherwise there is an error in theory or practice. So the answer
was that a single message could be read given the proper machine) wheel
position and all other settings nay be unknown, it is only essential to have
the machine with the wheels actually used in enciphering. However, what was
done in a simplified experiment would in reality have called for a lot of
people or a tremendous number of machines (cryptologic aids) so that once again
one need hardly count on practical results under normal circumstances.

Not having been concerned with these matters for a long time Fenner can
only give certain guiding principles. Assuming he had the rachine used and
messages enciphered with it, he would assume, let us say, the word "regiment".
This plaintext word would be tried with every successive group of eight letters,
resetting the machine until at the proper place in the message rregiment" was
obtained, with intelligible text before and after the word. Obviously this
would call for much time and effort and after wards would have to be repeated
with" any change of wheel position or plugging. Chi though that in modern
warfare no one would be natient with such loss of time in decipherment and
so felt that, correctly used, the Enigma was secure enough,,

Another, cleverer method started with the fact that E is the most frequent
letter,, If two messages are superimposed which are in the same key, then two
] ike letters will appear as like letters and a considerable parts of the coin-
cidences will represent E. From this weak point one went ahead on the assump-
tion that N most often follows E in German. Again the machine was reset again
and again until the majority '-of these assumptions had been proven correct.
But here again the time and energy used was so great that they stood in no
rational relation to expected results, assuming, of course, that current
readinr would not be assured by either method. Fenner can no longer give
details of this clever attack, it was too complicated to describe with assurance
without refreshing his memory by tial with the machine. Ke made the initial
trials, then others took over who could devote themselves to such nroblems,
wherefore he can not now recall details clearly.

9) The only disadvantage of the snail Kagelin, say the B 211, is that it
produces the cipher text too slowly for present day needs.. It has the ad-
vantage over the Enigma of being smaller ans still having a far greater period
(seme 3000000 steps?), "hereas with the Enigma the progress of the period,
despite the- Hasten (rests of skips?) is relative constant for short stretches,
the pinwheels of the Hagelin cause an uneven nrogress of the period if one

conceives the individual steps as function of the normal neriod. By the

riders, expecially when they are easily shifted, a further handy variation

is introduced into the rigid system which is stronger (better?) than in the

Enigma. So despite certain theoretical equalities and structural affinities

the Hagelin represents a material improver-ent as a substitution system over

the Enigma. Hagelin is more modern device, developed and built after the

experience with the Enigma was at hand; Enigma deserves recognition as the

first cipher machine in practical use which met modern demands for security.

It is characteristic of both that when wrongly used they yield messages which

in quantity are capable of solution, however, that is no organic fault but

merely an evil which can be avoided by nroper use. Hagelin' s machine does not

heve reciprocal alphabets, (ill 13-25)
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7 0 Ml ary Intelligence Code.

Naturally Chi OK"? was interested in USA secret messages solution was
not achieved. Encipherment appeared complicated with frequent changes, messages
close in time showed no parallel passages (repetitions of letter groups)., It
was assumed that tables were used and changed daily, -ork was discontinued.

One day the courier from home brought a US code. Attempts to use it met
with no success. Some months later a courier from Pudanest brought some
tatles, obviously American. These bore a serial number, an indicator, and

dates for use. Within an hour messages for the period of the tables was found

anc success in reading v/as established. From then on (1941 ?) traffic was read

currently even when no tables were available. Sterotype beginnings, phrases,

&c were used to break in. Fenner thinks the fttl. Att. at Cairo used the same

system. The cipher material he got was Photographed. He was told it had been

lifted from the baggage of the US ambassador when he was leaving Eucarest (?)

or Budapest (?) and was detained for a tjrae in Hungarian territory. His

unsealed baggage was opened cr.d the cipher material photographed, the originals

rere returned promptly and without being noticed. This is the tale told ' -

Fenner but he does not know whether it is true. If this system and not that

used in Cairo was continued in use till the battles of Tobruk but then replaced,

that might have been due to introduction of a machine. Or perhaps the War Dept.

had heard that this system had been compromised.

Hellmut Sohulz might knot/ more, he was in ??eihenkirchen near Bad Aibling

in June 1945- (iii 26-27)

3. Fenner «s opionion of 15 associates (iii 27-39)

9. Training. In the early 20s there was no uniform vocalulary. The few papers

written did detail solution of particular systems but gave no heln to one facing

an unlmown system, no systematic discussion of systems had been attempted.

Ol^er men opposed attempts to unify terminology. Fenner set up some problems

which departed but little from familiar forms and stumped even the 1-est men.

This proved the need of something more than the old trial and error procedure.

Some further problems with simple reciphements awakened interest. In in-

formal lectures to small groups he set forth the general characteristics of

various types of ciphers and the methods of solving known tynes which called

for or.ly one operation. In the then monthly reports he corrected tirelessly

the terms employed and achieved a considerable degree of clarity and logic.

He asked that things be expressed so that "even your suoerior can understand".

There were reactions but he regarded them as signs that things were moving.

He did forbid others to instruct new comers reserving to himself the training

of replacements. In a few years his niews had become generally accepted.

Decoders, who worked for months or years on the same code came to know it but

also got into a rut, when the code was replaced they were lost even though

the new cede wo3 merely a reshuffling of the same terms so about the mid 20s

he gave the elder decoders a course of some 90 days on general principles,

basic systems and their combination, and usual encipherments. ^e always

started from a general matter to break the tendency to regard each case as

something snecial. Then special cases were given in the examples and asked

criticisms hoping to bring cut any systematic features of the system so they

could be used cleverly; the students learned to recognize such features and

pick out the ooint of least resistance. Fenner tried to raise cryptology to

the status of a science, however, this rreant avoidance of any "sure fire"

methods, of anything like a Cookbook of Cryptology. He tried to teach the
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the methods and leave their application to the judgment, tut not the whim
of the student. He also sought on the side to inculcate a certain routine
but the main effort ?;as to encourage independent thinking and decision. Hence
the program ran:

Meaning of the instruction: Scientific investigation,,
Purpose: Training of analysts.
Dissemination of results of previous research.
Collection of new fruits of research.
Comparison of old and new results (criticism).
Arrangment according tc certain points of view (Rules, statistics) .

Aids, sequence of steps, ^statistical methods.
Picking out regularities (scientific recognition).

It is eveident that the pupils learned also the specific aids such as
letter frequencies of foreign languages, Digram and syllable frequencies and
their characteristic relations to one another. Ke also tried to insert
mathematics where numbers could serve as measures and the basic rules of
Combination (Kombinatorik) and Probability had to be mastered. Although not
comprehensive, the results of the course were unmistakable: frequency counts
became more acute for discovering Possible systematic phenomina, imagination
was stimulated, and the notion of Black Art vanished.

As the personnel increased with the years and other duties took more and

more ,tIme-»F6nner deeded tc change the type of instruction. He grouped the
more talented younger workers in a course for "General Cry^tology" and gave

them instructions two days a week from 1500 to 1700 o'clock. The first winter
serester on substitutions and in the second winter sememster on transpositions
and simple combined systems, also the comonest encipherments. He retained
the essentials of his former course but introduced psychological and logical
principles since most of the new men had had university educations, and re-
scinded to anything that suggested an effort to Drove cryptology related to
ot.ier sciences, i.e., a science itself,, He stuck to simple, unadorned
presentation of the subject, using examples , historical observations, hints

and criticism. Mew -nterial was incorporated and after twe years the pupils

?;ere familiar with modern cryptology, f«e sought tc eliminate the unfit and

not burden a ran capable only of decodine or clerical work Kith unnecessary

ballast. No beginners were admitted. Each expert nas to initiate a beginner

into the statistics of a olain cede, then decipher in a solved code, then

assist in work on a martially solved code, and only then attempt a solution

by himself. There were exceptions. Mo applicant was accented without ex-

amination! sample of handwriting, question as to his favorite subjects in

school, cuestion in the fields he claimed to know least—not to disconcert
him but to judge by his reactions how he would nake out in difficult situa-
tions. I asked his niews on matters which claimed public interest, asked his

religious views, tested his Vcrstellungshate (here perhaps comprehension??)
and at the end let him talk about his favorite subject so that I could get

an idea of his vocabulary and temperament. The candidate had to translate an

editorial orally from some foreign paper and make a written translation into

the foreign language he claimed to know best. If convinced that the appli-

cant had suitable personality and knowledge he was recommended. Ti is type

of selection end initial training worked out well and was only given up during

the war when such personnel had to be accepted as the Arbeitsamt saw fit

tc provide, "hen the teaching became too great a burden "'endland and Huet-

tenahin helred Fenner. During the war Huettenhain was assigned to give lectures
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on advanced cryptclogy to the mors promising workers, this included theory of
groups, solution of complex encipherments .codes, the Problem of nodern machines
i.e. all the things that experience had shown vould go beyond the ability of
a practical analyst. The idea was due to the assignment during the war of
capable young men t»ho ex-ected to return later to their normal careers. Fenne**
wanted to keen the cryptologic idea3 of these men for Chi; reports and long
essays would have prevented concentration of the energies these analysts
mostly university matheraeticians. Hence the method of a talk with discussion,
somewhat after the pattern of the seminar, seemed best suited. Thus a distinc-
tion came to bo made between "lower' and "higher" cryptology, Fenner thinks
the courses on both levels were profitable. The bombings and conseouent lack
of space caused ccurse to be discontinued in Mov. £3,

Huattenhain continued his lectures in the winter of 19/U. and 19^5 till
conditions made this impossible.

The themes of all instruction may be summed up thus?
"A cry^tcgr-:m is a regular departure from the form of expression in normal
writing; recognition of this i-ule is breaking into the system; mastery of
this nule is the solution of the system." This gives the entire problem of
the concept "cryptogran" and also the task confronting the cryptanalist. It
is the world of his hypotheses and their collapse, of his ho^es end disa-
ppointments, of his probabilities and his bungling, but also of his certainties
and his art. For despite all he may actually learn, there remains in every
true cryptanalyist the imponderable of his accomplishment the "spark divine" P

It must be accepted as a fact, however strange it may seem to other peoples
that personal security affects the psychological attitude of the German to no
unimporant degree. This is not the plac= to discuss the reasons. But the
idea of ser ing the state all one's life is indissolubly associated with the
idea that the state recognized the duty to care for its servants when they are
old and unable to work. The state has not avoided this responsibility but
has accepted a court decision that one's pension is merely a part of the
contratual pay. If this is therorm, than it is not strange if the employee
as servant of the state wishes to assure himself of the return service of the

state in the form of provision for his old age. In the cipher bureau the
analist was "Angestellter" and this category had no pension rights. However
he was in constant contact with officers and officials (Beamten) who were
entitled to peaisions 3impiy because they were in old, established categories*
This was felt as an unjust hardship. Some of the older cen asked the chief
.back in the 20s to ascertain the conditions under which an Angesteelter could
become a Beamter. There was another reason for this request: these men saw
that officers and beamte found doors open in economic life since their activity
was not limited to a specialty nowhere else in demand. In the cipher bureau
the men feared that due to their limited field they would be in a bad position
if dismissed. The fear was not without foundation; 'fetternich himself had

written the Emperor calling attention to the lot of cipher clerks and saying
that these men were in their way the most silent and faithful servants of the

state who, after a life poor in external honors, must suffer need unless
pensioned because their occupation had rendered them inept for finding a
suitable place in their old age. However, the initial inquiry by Chi brought
no results. In 1927 Fenner was made Beamter to tie him to his job (the mili-
tary head changed every 3 or L just as he began to know what it was

all about) . Nothing more hapnened for years till the Forschungsamt was
founded and many of those who deserted Chi to join FA were given Beamten
status, this finally aroused higher officials in the P.eichswehr ministerium
and Fenner v. as able to tfet higher rating for several older men„ But this,



hSS^JS?wJ WSS n0* a 8°lut4on of tks ?rcblem. Competent new men werebeing added but no prospect of advancement could be held out. The Foreirn
Office cipher bureau we in a like fix, only the head taa Eeamter. The diff-erence In stand ing affected outside relations including efforts to make con-
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FA nen got Presence due to rank. Fenner con-

fJ-II* ^ 17^J00 *"*3 haVe *° COVer the Forei^ Office and even theFcrschungamt itself. Various organizations had to be heard (Army. ForeiraOffice Ministry of the Interior, Ministry of Finace and possibly the PoSchung-
saint, although this •lesti»id".IHitl9 attention tto?*fetf*e-c^fc8Sbi).. Over
a year passed before new career regulations were finally approved and after
a 20 year fight seme firm ground had been won. The most important points were-

1. Creation of the Eearaten (officials) of the upper "foreign language
service of the Armed Forces". .

-""^uaga

2„ Applicants. Basically only men v.ith the doctorate or who had passed
the "First major State Examination" were admitted. These included: philologists,
jurists, mathematicians and natural scientists with full command of one foreign
language and some acquaintance with another, Mathematicians needed only one
foreign language. As normal requirement came* f0od civic renutation, and
for those going to the Armed Forces physical fitness and evidence of fcav-ng
served their prescribed period. Candidates had to pass an examination to
prove linguistic or mathematical ability. If passed, the candidate became a
"planrafissiger" or "UberplanraMssiger Regierungsassessor" (according to whether
there was an opening or not) with probationary appointment. (The tyoe of ex-
amination corresponded to that outlined earlier).'

3. Training. Assignment of duties was the same as for any berinner save
that the section head who had such an Assessor was required to turn In a report
on his progress every 3 months. The candidate had to keep a record of his
activities and show it each month. He must also take and show proficiency in
the "lower course" in cry-tology (2 years)* At the earliest the candidate might
apply after 3 years for admission to the second grand examination for life
Beamter of the Higher Foreign Language Service of the Armed Forces. Admission
to examination required of the section head and the chief analist (In the
preparation was included lectures on laws governing officials, organization
of the Armed Forces, Patent law and Disciplinary law).

I. Examination. First day: translation of some 20 lines of crypto-
graphic or cryptologic text from a foreign language into German; testing
some simple cryptographic system which had been offered, e.g. a linear slide
or disc or some similar device. Solution of some basic systems with analysis
and criticism, (mathematicians took instead some problem from cryptologic
mathematics). Total time 6 hours.

Second day: .A out 20 minutes text in law, then on cryptograohy and
cryptology for 50 minutes. Not more than 3 candidates at a time."

5» Examination Commission. Head of the Cipher lureau, chief analist,
one of the teacher* involved and a representative of the A ned Forces Admini-
strative Office.

6. Results. The comission ratpd in 9 grades from "deficient" to "praise-
worthy". 33ffice9CKgea8&Btte candidated intoned to become an administrative
official in the legal branches, one point extra credit wa3 given on the legal
portion of the examination, before averaging. In case of ties, that candi-
date was given preference whose bearing curing the examination ao^eared tetter
or whose character was rated higher.

7. If a candidate -failed, he was allowed to try again after one year.
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No third examination was permitted -

S0 Candidates r/ho passed the examination were appointed as P.egierungsrfiten
(government counsellors) with all rights and privileges, including the legal
right -.to old age pensions and provision for widow. AS officials of Armed
Forces were permitted to wear the uniform of that branch of the Armed Forces
they chose and took the aopropriate oath.

Since s>7ie had no experience to tell whether the requirement could
actually be net in the time allowed , previsions wa3 made that changes should
be effected by agreement between the examining commissions and the office
concerned, e.gr omissions of certain legal questions, extension of time for
the cryptanalytic rroblem. There wes no desire to make this a deadly formal
test quite out of accord with realitio3 0 It was also agreed that only such
Bearate should wear uniform as had served their required term lest the public
criticize adversly, since only an expert could tell the Beamten uniform from
the regular officer uniform,

Fenr.er believes the new rules were of value. At last anyone could know
who could and who could not become an official. Wild claims about r"pulln

were eliminated and those promoted had the inner satisfaction of knowing they

had won the promotion by merit.

The examination was no pro forma matter, it called for proof of real

knowledge and ability to take hold. Doth examiner and examinee were expected
to concentrate. Weeks of hard preparation went into the examinations since,
despite the constant changes, they had to be kept equal in difficulty.
Conscientious observance of all regulations and edherence to established
channels called for real knowledge of the subject and the real responsibility
lay on the shoulders of the chief cryptanalist, which in view of the importance
of the examinations was a matter of course, (iii 40-53)

#10o VNs. All telegrams were sorted in the telegram registry (logging section

?) by country and brought as quickly, as possible to the hood of the appropriate
section or his representative. There the material was divided according to
four points of niew: messages which could be read currently; messages worked
on but not presently decipherable; unknown systems, i.e. those not yet analyzed;
and extraneous matter, insofar as the logging section had failed to eliminate
these.

Those currently dead were stripped of encipher-ient andi /or decoded at once,
messages not yet ripe for VNs were tuned over to the expert. Unknown system3t»

were put in collections and, as Chi said, "observed" , i.e* watched for like
types, frequency of message sending and all criteria which one would like to
have cleared up before starting a systematic study. As already stated, good
philolicalworkers decoded, naturally new values we;e always being recovered

in the process. Fenr.er does not hink any clover decoder was allowediio:*ifoitfc

on more than two plain codes unless breaking had reached a point where only
decoding was involved, "'hen messages were decoded the selection began.

Selection,, The practiced decoder sees wuickly whether a message contains
political of military-political news, is purely administrative,or is without
import.- nee. "o called Passport ne3sages are quickly spotted, likewise those
reporting the Press. Few of these can have objective interest. :«oreover nothing

is so apt to reduce the value of VNs in the eyes of those who do not know how

difficult it is to obtain them, as the publication of every trivial itein0

Hence in selecting the VNs it was considered important to give:

daily situation reports of diplomatic representatives because from them can
be gleamed the specific attitude of foreign countries, toward certain problems

and finally actually new reoorts and instructions from the cental authorities

to its ambassadors, ministers and plenipotentiaries (and from these to the

home office). After observations covering many years about 7 times as many
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were deciphered as were issued es VHs! Of course instructions were received
occasionally regarding Information to which special interest was focused but
such instructions regularly coincided with what £ enner and his workers knew
of current events. He gave his workers as free a hand a s possible in their
choice. This was possible since any one concerned with decryption is naturally
eager to giveas objectively interestin items as possible even' though he may
quietly enjoy accounts of a "souper" at which certain gentle' n did not handle
their knife and fork exactly "comae il faut." The many passport messages and
econcmic messages did not interest the higher-ups and if they were included
sometimes, as were even less significant itemsB it was usually because the de-
coder from his "ersonal information attributed to them more significance than
the (less informed) persons for whom they were prepared, The question: "hat
is really imoortant? was, of course, never correctly answered, and can never
be fully answered; v;hat seems unimportant today may be intensly interesting
2 years hence. Hence Fenner and his workers took the point of niew that it

was better to issue some few unimportant messages than to fail to include
some important ones. "Let the higher-ups sift the grain from the chaff."

With straigh army radiograms there was naturally no hard fast criterium
for evaluation. . A seemingly Irrelevant message in which some new unit was

narsed night, under certain circumstances, be more important than an order to
attack, of which one already had knowledge, from other sources. For this

reason deciphered army radiograms were never included in the daily VHs, they
were termed VHs no doubt but went into different hands where each item was
given the necessary careful atention. This work was a separate •f-ield ,.. with
interpretation of call-signs, the attempt to find some periodicity in the .

schedule of call signs and wave lengths; with preliminary evaluation, the

various card files, the actual evaluation of the message and the final evalu-

ation resulting in an appropriate report, which however has nothing to do with
the appropriate and necessary utilization of the secrets, (not clear)

Translation,, Very great importance ettached to good translation. Translation

was necessary since, with the number of languages involved, it as inconceivable

that the officers engaged in dealing with thesomessages would be able to under-

stand them all, especially since the grammar in messages often departs from

normal usage. In each subsection there was at least one translator analyst

who knew the foreign language and German well enough to that in doubtful cases

the translation could be shown him for checking. It was expected\ that such

differences as ihe following be handled correctly:

gewisslich certainement
sicherlich surement

nur plus de, seulement

bloss pas autrement, simple

anscheinend probable
scheintar apparent

also designations of offices and officials. hatever might be wrong had to

be marked as doubtful, originally by setting (?) after the word, later by

dots beneath the enexact passage. However, in view of the multitude of newly

appearing technical terras (Fachasadrttcke) one or another may not have been

rightly rendered. The deciding factor was always the sense of the VH, any

attempt at free elaboration of an incomplete report was therefore strictly

taboo. For the same reason it was forbidden to introduce personal remarks in-

to the text of a VH; the V?! was to come as near as possible to the objective

original, else it would have ceased to be a Verlassliche Machricht. So if an

i-.em seemed important enough to be issued as a VH and if it was translated in-
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Distribution. Each VN tore in the heading the designation Chi and VN,
also an indication whether send by radio or fceble. Then a note of nation-
ality since language alone was not enough. Egypt for instance emplo7ed a
French code, furthermore each VH had to contain data which made it a bona fide
document; Date of message, and if present, the Journal number (issuing office
serial ??). Other/rise in case of publication of historical commentary or
sources the opponent might assert that the VN was not genuine' Finally each
VN had in the lower left corner a Distribution nark, e.g. nAbw. U x.« That
meant that a total of four copies had been supplied the Abwehr. This mark
remained long after Chi ceased to be a part of Abwehr and other offices were
supplied copies. No exact list of recipients was on the sheet, for obvious
reasons, 30 it was decided to write "Abw ... x". Hence only the number is
correct here this is always to be read "^lus 1" since each subsection also
hadiiia-o^.cmmpldte-file^dftihe.yil s •i^ptoduCed_s^tna1

l <atagt^«jttme it
could look up solved messages or code groups already observede However,
these copies could not appear in the record since otherwise they would have
been classified "Komnandosache" and required registration and the office machinery
would have become even more complicated,. In the lower right corner, also on
the last sheet, was a brief indication of the system; e.g. F 21 or Am 1 or
Rum 3 &c. This means: France, system No., 21, i.e. the 21st system solved by
Chi since World *7ar I; the first American s. stem so solved or the 3rd
Romanian system. This notation was sometimes made more explicit, i.e., the

intire formula for the system was giver., e.g. P^ZCQZwA meaning: Polish U
digit code enciphered by additive sequence (Zahlenwurn) P fourth system solved.
Later these notations were usually made only on the copy which remained in tine

section, hence a VH may be genuine without such nark; its significance was
only for the sectcn anyway. On many VKa there may appear also tie cipher
(initials) of the responsible worker and my own, the latter dripped out later
since it was impossible to read all VNs. VNs were repnoduced on the type-
writer (with carbons), the carben paper got worse and worse and led to complaints
but not till 194A could Fenner get permission to use "?/achsplattenrt (some multi-
grs.ph?) and pull the required number of copies. As soon as the copies were
made they were taken without I033 of time to Lt. Kalckstein who wa3 charged
with all further details. He kept the one copy which ultimately went to ths
Archive. These copies were inserted in Laitzordner (binders?) annually,
later monthly, and delivered to the Chef der Heeresarchive, Potsdam, Hans
von Seeckt Strasse 3, whenever it was assumed that Chi had no longer an active
interest in them. All VMs up to about 1930 were delivered there e the remaining
material that was ready for the Archive was in the main bulding in the Tirpitz-
ufer or in Fanner's office, where the sets for several years were burned. The
Ordr.er (binders) ?/ere assigned serial numbers, the genuineness of such docu-
ments could be proven at any time.,

Fenner know nothing about the distribution keys (lists) and did not

bother with the subject, this was Kalckstein's affair along with control

of copies returned. As he recalls, some 10 copies v/ere made at the last and

the matrices burned in Fenner «s office. Before distribution the most luport-

ant passages in the messages were underscored by Kalckstein and his assistants;

opinions as to the value of this varied. Fenner and Scbadel objected to this
"predigestion" because of the danger that there was danger that the reader would
scan these valuable documents Just as fleetingly as he did others. They
maintained that VNs should only reach the hands of those who had time to look

Ofc each one until he understood it. Those who would read VNs for sensational
items ought not to see them at all 0 However others were of a different
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opinion and underscored certain words with colored pencil. Assuming clever,
serious readers this .-nay be very good, but only under the presupposition stated
above. After Fenr.er succeeded in having the VHs multigrcphed (dittoed?) the
Cell sign was added under the heading (for the statistics of ether Chi
sections) and a brief summary was prefixed. This T;as necessary because along
with the modernisation of the reproduction went the organization of the
archive and the card file, fie also hoped I2yj abstracts would do away with
the underscoring and also force docripters and translators to give attention
to the content*
Publication, publication of VNs was strictly forbidden. Each VM was
classified a3 Secret. (Geheime Konraandosache) and enjoyed the highest
security protection. It was forbidden to mention VHs and decip eraent out-
side of the office and inside only with those personally known, not with
unknown officers and officials, so called visitors who cane in on one pre-
text or another. Every serious cryptologist knows the consequences of publi-
cation of a V!!. "hen Amnassador Fage published the Ziramerfnann despatches
after V.'orld Tar I Chi used these to prove how important exact decipherment is
end how important it is that every cryptographic systea be tested before being
put into use. And Fage's publication was worth more than a whole series of
lectures,.1, Once when an English correspondent obtained knowledge in AA of an
Italian VM deciphered by Chi and published it in the Manchester paper, includ-
ing an error in decipherment. This Italian systea was replaced and Ambassador
Anadori (who, as Fenner recalls, was then in Riga) was likewise replaced. In
general the rule was that publication of all sources 25 years after an important
event is as soon as it will serve the truth. Earlier nay be very intriguing
but there will be so many decent people involved, people who have erred not
from bad motives but solely from human inadequacy, that it is better to main-
tain silence and wait. (For this reason there was tt.ulll.nc exact story ftp

certain events of Xorld *.'ar I). TJhen the French Intelligence Service learned
that Chi was working successfully on French diplomatic ciphers, I his informa-

tion alor.e was enough to induce the Quay d'Crsay to replace certain ciphers
sooner than was its want. Thus not only every publication but de facto every
rumor, represents a danger for one's cryptologic work, the purpose of which

is not lust for sensation but promotion of the security of the country one

serves, with means whidh one prefers to employ when dynamite and aceteline

torch would draw too much public attention, and would endanger it o&fahout

bringing the slightest gain, (iii 53-61}
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